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C h a p t e r  1 

INTRODUCTION

The gross national products o f the w orld ’s countries increase rapidly 
and so does the production of energy. A lthough sources of energy seem 
to be limited within the sphere of our current technological possibilities 
and the energy crisis has appeared as a new term in almost everyone’s 
everyday life, yet the industrial developm ent of many nations w ill cer- 
tainly last for a considerable period. This trend is illustrated by  Fig. 1.1



Fig. 1.1. U.S. power generation 
Rys. 1.1. Produkcja energii w USA

with the curve of U.S. pow er generation predicted in the seventies. 
Under the conditions where fossil sources are becom ing gradually deple- 
ted nuclear power is anticipated to increase the total generation. H ow e- 
ver controversial, such a trend might also characterize Poland, perhaps 
with a certain time lag.

Energy generation is closely related to environmental pollution: 
directly through liberation of heat, which must be ultimately trans- 
ferred to either the atmosphere or hydrosphere, and indirectly through 
increasing amounts o f industrial and municipal wastes discharged to 
water bodies.

There is a battle between those who would retain the current state 
of the environment or even advocate its return to the pristine state and 
those who insist that technological advancements are necessary and 
unavoidable in spite o f the w orld ’s increasing pollution. Both groups are 
correct to some extent and one cannot advocate either environmental 
ąuality or technological advancements to the exclusion o f the other. 
Increased effort must be exerted to identify all phases o f the problem, 
develop various alternative solutions, and delineate the probable effects. 
This study is aimed at the extensive examination of the hydrom echan- 
ical aspects of the problem  with a broadened wision to encompass the 
fuli realization of other effects. In view  o f often uncontrollable energy



limitations (and resulting higher costs o f waste management systems) it 
is assumed that some pollution is permitted; the engineer’s task is to 
provide for the lowest and least hazardous contamination patterns pos- 
sible under specific conditions.

Two procedures have been used for discharging heated water from  
power plants into an impoundment: surface discharges and bottom  d if- 
fusers. The first procedure involves the spreading o f the lighter, heated 
water on the surface o f a water body as a jet, either boyant or non- 
buoyant (under certain circumstances), at short distances from  the chan- 
nel outlet, and subject to surface heat loss and ambient turbulence at a 
relative distance from  the outlet. Bottom  diffusers ensure the jet-like 
dispersion of heated water on its way to naviface and further surface 
spread under the effect of heat loss and ambient turbulence. Although 
the second procedure produces smaller surface temperatures above d iffu 
sers, which conform s better to pollution control reąuirements of some 
countries (e.g. some U.S. states permit 1.5°F rise in surface temperature 
within and area o f 300-ft radius), the surface discharge imposes a weaker 
impact on the environm ent because of faster heat transfer to the atmos- 
phere and a smaller total amount of heat restored in water. Typical 
layout and comparison is shown in Fig. 1.2.

Although industrial or munipical wastes are not usually disposed of 
in the sea through shoreline outlets, their discharge has m uch in com - 
mon with the procedures for heated water. If forced out through bottom 
diffusers, waste water is affected by  the same factors (momentum, 
buoyancy, ambient dynamics, etc.) which control the dispersion o f heated 
water, with the exception of heat loss and associated phenomena, which 
are negligible for wastes. Fig. 1.2. shows the m ajor types of discharges 
of both heated and waste-water along with some description of factors 
and definitions involved.

This w ork is intended to summarize the up-to-date knowledge 
of the phenomena on the basis o f the Author’s and others’ findings so 
as to enable an engineer to design coastal discharges and to provide 
him with an insight into the physics o f the problem  (with associated 
aspects of other branches of science). Individual stages of waste dis
persion and groups o f governing factors are treated in 11 chapters. In 
almost every chapter the Author has been able to present his own ideas 
and empirical results against the background o f the existing state of the 
art. Coastal advection and diffusion processes are dealt with first in 
Chapters 2 and 3, while ambient thermal phenomena (important espe- 
cially for heated water) are discussed in short in Chapter 4. Initial dilu- 
tion, com m on for heated water and waste water discharged from  below  
the sea surface, m ostly through pipę diffusers, is devoted more space



Fig. 1.2. Waste-and heated-water idischarge aitemaitives 
Rys. 1.2. Rozwiązania dla zrzutu ścieków i wody podgrzanej

because o f its importance to both types o f disposed water. Chapter 5, 
in which initial dilution is discussed, closes the first part of the study, 
in which physical prereąuisites for a certain mode of heated- and waste- 
water behaviour are analysed. Chapter 6 is fu lly  devoted to one o f the 
alternative schemes for heated water —  to surface discharges, the design 
of which reąuires the knowledge o f all the components described pre- 
viously (analogous basis for waste-water disposal has been summarized 
in Chapter 3). The further tw o chapters are of a m ethodological char-



acter as they outline the techniąues used in assessment of the topics 
discussed elsewhere. Finally, the random character of the discharges in 
taken into account in Chapter 10. Thus far ąuasi-deterministic patterns 
were assumed to hołd true in all stages of discharges. This w ould mean 
diffusion and dispersion on ly within bounds of jet-like structures m ov- 
ing in steady and stable advective fields. Introduction of randomness 
in those fields adds to dispersion and thus im proves design features. Sev- 
eral techniąues are exam ined and the most expedient is chosen. An 
attemmpt is also udertaken to include relevant factors (biological, 
engineering etc.) that might play some role in the design and which are 
presented in Chapter 9. Ultimately, the design procedure is incorporated 
in a Computer program  (outlined in Chapter 11), which embraces all the 
phenomena discussed in this study and constitutes the respective repre- 
senation o f the procedures outlined in Chapter 10.

C h a p t e r  2

INSHORE ADVECTION PROCESSES

The importance of advection in inshore zones is self-explanatory as it 
is the advection field that provides transport patterns for a discharged 
matter and that contributes primarily to the occurrence of this matter 
at a certain point while released elsewhere. Since most discharges of 
heated water and wastes take place in the inshore zone and undergo 
hydrodynam ic changes due to inshore advection, it is reasonable to 
examine the pertinent processes thoroughly.

W e shall start from  the field and laboratory observations of currents 
within coastal regions made by  the Author (1975) and others (e.g. Sonu 
1972). As it is ąuite well known that from  among w ind-driven and w ave- 
-induced currents the latter are dominant in the inshore zone, our atten- 
tion has been focussed on the inshore circulation patterns developed by  
waves.

The Author’s quantitative field observations are carried out by 
means o f tracers o f neutral buoyancy photographed from  above and by 
current meters at different locations. The laboratory investigations were 
conducted with standard techniąues on a regularly alternating beach 
section. From the observations it follow s that a generał schematization 
can be provided for the seem ingly pure random flow  patterns in the in
shore zone and num erical estimates can be given to some character- 
istics.



The limits of the surf zone, where the wave-induced currents prevail, 
vary considerably with characteristic wave heights and are less pro- 
nounced under weak waves and swell. W ave currents appear seawards 
of a breaking line to an extent which seems to depend upon the ratio

^  ctg a. This ratio was found by subtracting the almost constant ve loc-

ities o f w ind-driven currents far away from  the breaking line from  
the overall velocities measured elsewhere. Under most com m on con- 
ditions the region o f dominant wave currents is practically equivalent to 
the surf zone. Therefore the schematization of inshore currents presented 
in Fig. 2.1 and proposed earlier by Sonu proves itself valuable and in- 
structive.

The details of the inshore circulation patterns observed by the Author 
o ff Benghazi (Libya) and Lubiatowo (Poland) may be seen in Figs. 2.2 and 
2.3, respectively. Both beaches are sandy with parallel isobaths, but the 
Libyan shore is steeper than the Polish one (4 per cent vs 1 per cent) 
and does not exhibit underwater bars (with the exception o f the inshore 
shoal, where distinct plunging occurs), while the number of the Baltic 
reefs sometimes amounts to four and the breaking between them often 
assumes the form  o f spilling or surfing.

The dissimilarity of both beaches observed allows the Author to draw 
the follow ing conclusions from  the analysis o f all situations measured. 
The unidirectional flow  occurs in the case of higher waves incident at an 
angle to shore line and if wave amplitudę does not vary much along 
crests. Hence, type (a) o f Fig. 2.1 occurs in most cases observed in the 
Baltic Sea (Fig. 2.3) and for stronger M editerranean currents (27th 
February in Fig. 2.2), while normal wave indidence (as on 18th March 
in Fig. 2.2) is associated with bidirectional currents, when water flow s 
towards the sea in the convergence zones, as in Fig. 2.1, scheme (b). The 
outflow  is weaker at the surface and intensifies beneath, which is in- 
dicated by elear sediment clouds and has also been confirm ed by  Sonu 
(1972). There are tw o factors contributing to the bidirectional flow : (1) 
longshore variation of depth contours and (2) longshore variation of 
random wave amplitudes. Both factors were present on the Libyan cast, 
while the latter added only little to weak opposite currents at Lubia
towo. Bottom configuration is very important to the character of in
shore currents. The laboratory tests carried out on both stable and m ov- 
able bed (Tarnowska and Zeidler, 1976) have shown that the bottom  re- 
constructed by storm changes the character of inshore circulation. Since 
this changes in turn the bed itself, the entire interaction process is fairly 
com plex and reąuires further investigation.

Bottom  configuration is also an important factor controlling the size



Fig. 2.1. Schematization of inshore currents 
Rys. 2.1. Schematyzacja prądów przybrzeżnych
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of drculation  cells. The distance between rip currents varied from  50 m 
on the Baltic and Mediterranean beaches to 500 m on the latter. The lab
oratory tests indicate that this distance is proportional to breaker height 
or the width of surf zone.

Observations of wave currents conducted at Lubiatowo (Fig. 2.3) sev- 
eral times during one storm have shown that the developm ent of these 
currents needs much less time than the developm ent of w ind-driven 
currents. A  change in wave field brings about an almost immediate alter- 
ation of the current system. The components of this system w ill be ana- 
lysed below.

The concept of radiation stresses is very helpful in explaining many 
facets of inshore currents. It can be shown (Longuet-Higgins and Stew 
art, 1960) that the presence of a wave train o f amplitudę a in water 
of depth H increases the flux  o f momentum parallel to the direction of 
propagation across any piane normal to that direction by  an amount

The flux  of y-m om entum  parallel to the shoreline across a piane x  =  
=  const, parallel to shoreline and inclined at an angle 0  to the prin- 
cipal axis |i o f the waves is

where the index ” 0 ”  refers to deep water, and Cg =  — - is the velocity
QK

of energy propagation (see Fig. 2.4 for reference).
A generał eąuation of wave-induced currents in the surf zone can 

now be derived on the basis o f the radiation-stress concept. This reads

(2 .1)

where E =» ~  q g a2. In generał, the momentum flux  tensor, referred to

the coordinates (£i, £2) parallel and perpendicular to the direction of 
wave propagation is given by

kH

0
(2 .2)

0 E sinh 2kH

c= E —-g- cos 0  sin 0 O
OO

(2.3)



Breaking hne 
L im a  z a ł a m a n i a

S h o n e  
B r z e g

Fig. 2.4. Definition diagram for Eq. 2.3 
Rys. 2.4. Objaśnienia do równania 2.3

The first term is the net momentum imparted by the radiation stress. 
The bottom  friction is fy dx opposite to the velocity  V. The usual form  
for the bottom  stress is

where V  is the instantaneous fluid velocity (oscillatory plus current) and 
C f ~  0.01 is a representative value. The last term in Eq. 2.3 is the unit 
net momentum imparted by  horizontal turbulence (Reynolds stress). In 
solving Eq. 2.3. Longuet-Higgins (1970) chose Um ~  a(gH )1/2 as the ve loc- 
ity  scalę, and thus the coefficient of turbulent diffusion K xy is eąual
to N(>j/gH|x|. Incorporating all his assumptions in the m omentum equa- 
tion yields finally

Eq. 2.5 can be solved num erically and the solution is shown in Fig. 2.5 
as a function o f the parameter P measuring the relative importance of 
eady diffusion to bottom  friction.

Until quite recently the longshore currents described by  using the 
above concept of radiation stresses were analysed m erely in terms of 
either conservation laws for mass energy and momentum after wave 
breaking or empirical relationships. In the most com m on Putnam, Munk 
and Taylor’s energy approach it was assumed that a portion s of break- 
er energy is balanced by bottom  friction, from  which is follow s

f  =  —  Cf(?|V|V (2.4)

(2.6)

An analogous expression for momentum conservation is



(2.7)

Shadrin (1972) extends the energy approach to three zones of gradual 
wave breaking. For the mass conservation Bruun (1963) arrived at

(2 .8 .)

with C 'f as the Chezy coefficient Cf m ultiplied by  0.25 for laboratory and
0.13 for field conditions.

Fig. 2.5. L/ongshore currents after Longuet-Higgins (1970) 
Rys. 2.5. Prądy wzdłużbrzegowe według Longuet-Higginsa (1970)

Fig. 2.6. Gradiential components of longshore currents. Notation 
Rys. 2.6. Składowe gradientalne prądów wzdłużbrzegowych. Oznaczenia



Field measurements Theoretical (cm s-1)

Day — Site T
s

h(hb)
cm

H
cm

Hb
cm

ab
0

Vgr
cm/s

Ve„
cm/s

Vgr
(2.10)

Ve„
(2.8)

V en 
(2.9)

P V Ven
(L-H)

Sep 16'72 Lub 3.0 35 100 130 8.5 25 19 7 7 0.075 16 9
Sep 20'72 Lub 4.0 35 60 150 12.5 55 16 6 13 0.043 23 14
Sep 22'72 Lub 3.2 50 150 200 18 90 24 11 15 0.075 39 22

Feb 26'74 Ben 6.5 70 150 150 8 20 25
Feb 27'74 Ben 7.0 100 150 200 10—15 20 50 31 20 93 0.20 183 74
Mar 1'74 Ben 4.7 60 150 150 0 35 27 0.25
Mar 2'74 Ben 5.0 30 100 100 0 25 15 0.33
Mar 7'74 Ben 7.0 150 200 250 0 40 43 0.17
Mar 11'74 Ben 5.0 50 100 150 5—10 30 30 23 12 41 0.30 78 37
Mar 12'74 Ben 7.2 50 100 150 5—10 30 45 19 10 59 0.30 78 37
Mar 15'74 Ben 8.2 120 200 250 0 25 36 0.21
Mar 17'74 Ben 8.0 75 150 200 8 25 50 24 13 69 0.27 92 37
Mar 18'74 Ben 5.5 30 100 100 0 20 14 0.33

Sep 27'74 Lub 2.8 32 100 100 30 15 35 18 10 19 0.08 50 30
Oct 3'74 Lub 5.4 60 100 130 15 20 30 21 9 21 0.054 43 27
Oct 9'74 10 a.m. 3.0 29 100 100 20 12 35 16 7 15 0.075 31 18
Oct 9'74 1 p.m. 4.7 57 100 130 20 15 30 22 10 24 0.057 54 32
Oct 10'74 10 a.rrr. 4.3 71 100 150 8 25 15 26 9 9 0.050 25 15
Oct 10'74 1 p.m. 4.3 60 100 130 10 10 15 23 8 12 0.054 28 17
Oct 10'74 4 p.m. 3.7 50 100 130 25 20 40 22 11 22 0.065 55 32
Oct. 11'74 10 a.m. 3.8 58 100 130 20 20 40 25 12 19 0.056 54 32
Oct 11'74 1 p.m. 3.5 52 100 130 25 14 40 23 12 21 0.063 59 33'
Oct. 13'74 Lub 3.0 52 100 130 30 15 35 25 10 20 0.063 70 39
Oct 16'74 Lub 2.7 39 100 130 20 0 12 21 10 14 0.083 35 19

Galvin —Eagleson, 1965 + + +
Shadrin, 1972 raw data + —

Brebner — Kamphuis, 1963 +
Author: Mass transport; (2.14)+ (2.13) +

Notations: Ben — Benghazi, Lub — Lubiatowo, h— Lubiatowo, hb — Benghazi 
If not stated otherwise, measurements at 1:00 p.m.
N =  0.008, Cf -  0.01, Ci' =  130 
Recommended use of Egs (30) and (32).
L-H =  Longuet-Higgins, 1970





From  other mass considerations Galvin and Eagleson (1965) found
V  =  K g m T  sin 2 0 b, (2.9)

' ‘ " “ “ W  '

Aside from  energy currents there are other wave-induced components, 
prim arily due to the three— dimensionality of waves and water level 
along the shore line, as already mentioned. A lthough the gradiental com 
ponents of the first kind (variation of wave height along crests) are 
Usually negligible for their local character, the others are still consider- 
able and may be com puted from  the form uła (Shadrin 1972)

with the notation as in Fig. 2.6.
The form ulae presented above have been com pared against the ex - 

perimental data obtained from  field measurements in Benghazi and Lu- 
biatowo. From  the comparison in Table 2.1 it is evident that the Lon- 
guet-Higgins formuła fits best the empirical evidence for the energy 
currents, while Shadrin’s (2.10) gives the closest approxim ation of the 
gradiental currents. The form ulae derived by  Bruun (2.8) and Galvin 
and Eagleson (2.9) are not satisfactory in the Author’s opinion, although 
their authors claim they are correct within the rangę of their experi- 
ments.

Table 2.1 also indicates the validity of two other form ulae for  the 
mass-transport by waves. Until recently the most com plete description 
of mass transport was given by  the follow ing form uła of Longuet-H ig- 
gins (1953):

(2 .11)

This form uła does not take into account changes in the surface boundary 
loyer. This was accom plished by  Huang (1970), w ho obtained

(2.12)

2 — Oceanologia nr 5

(2.10)



(2.13)

for a contaminating surface film ; Huang’s solutions being much better 
for kH above 1.5.

Sleath (1972) has shown that some disagreement exists between the 
Longuet-Higgins theory and empirical data because o f the order of ap- 
proxim ation rather than turbulence as suggested at times. Sleath’s sec- 
ond-order approxim ation for mass transport is

U =  Ui -f- [Fx(z) +  A F2(z) +  A2 F 3 ( z ) ]  (2.14)

with the functions F shown in Fig. 2.7.

Fig. 2.7. Fj, F2, and F3 after Sleatch 
(1972)

Rys. 2.7. F1( F2 F3 wg Sleatha (1972)

The Navier-Stokes eąuations make it possible to derive the fields 
of wind-driven currents in Coastal zones, although com plex boundary 
conditions introduce considerable difficulties. For uniform  and weak 
bottom slopes the velocities are:

(2.15.1)

(2.15.2)

(2.15.3)

for pure water and



where the tangential w ind stresses have the components

tx =  xpa W  W x ~  3.0 • 1 0 -6 W 2 sin 0 ,

tx =  x 0a W  W y ~  3.0 • 10“ 6 W 2 cos 0 .
Formulae (2.15) may serve as first approximations with an accuracy of 
5% for tg P ^  0.04 and 10% for 0.04 ^  tg P ^  0.09 (Shadrin, 1972).

More helpful in practical computations is the Bretschneider form uła

with k =  3 • 10~6 and k* =  15 n2 H - 1/3 (Engl. sys.), 
which for shallow water and longer times t yields

(2.16.2)

The angle between wind and current depends on the w ind-incidence 
angle 0  and reaches 40 to 45° for 0  =  25°. Together with values of 
u/W  for the Baltic conditions, it may be found in the work of Soskin 
(1962).

M oreover, an analysis perform ed by  the Author has confirm ed that 
the quotient u /W  varies within rather narrow limits from  fractions of 
a percent to about 3 percent, which in fact depend primarily on depth 
and 0 . For several cycles of the Author’s data the values of u /W  are 
shown in Fig. 2.8, whih can be used as a tool in fast computations.

Formulae (2.16) are averaged over surface layers. For the vertical 
profile o f w ind-driven currents Shemdin (1972) observed

u ( z ) - u  ( * ° ) = l l n ^  (217)
U  '/ .  Z o*

in his laboratory experiments. An analogous distribution was observed 
by Bye (1967) in field measurements. Also, compare Hopkins (1974). 
The vertical variation is more com plex in stratified media (Csanady 
1972).

The z-axis in form uła 2.17 oriented vertically upward from  the actual 
bottom. This fact might bring about certain difficulties in our further 
mathematical considerations, where the z-axis starts an the bottom  of 
the deep-water region and the origin of the system of co-ordinates is 
situated at shore line (cf. Fig. 3.9). Thus, it is appropriate to assume the 
pow er distribution of velocities in the vertical cross-section.

u (z) =  usurf (2.17.1)

with the exponent n chosen so as to approxim ate the logarithmic profile. 
This can be done with n =  1/7 at a depth of H0 and n =  1 at depth of

(2.16.1)



Ho^and smaller (the accuracy is better than 20 per cent for z =  0.2H on 
the local depths H =  1/4 H0). Should merely one exponent n be chosen 
for all depth H from  H0 to 0 in the problem  of coastal turbulent diffusion,

then n =  ^  to — can be taken if the beach is steep and reaches H0 =
3 7  1 =  const close to the shore line or n =  if the solution is sought for

2
gradually increasing depths from  0 to H0 and the region of constant 
depth is smali.

An additional d ifficu lty  in correct com pution of inshore currents is 
caused by  their nonstationarity and heterogeneity. Tem poral instability 
o f wind and associated wave and current parameters may be neglected if

(2.18)

a o  c o n n o r 1969
o K o w a l ik 1969
x Sos k in 1962
□ S za d rin 1971
■ Zeidler 1971
. zeidler 1974-

Fig. 2.8. Current-wiind velocity ratio vs dapth. Each value obtained from averaging 
more than 200 data talken every 3 seconds 

Rys. 2.8. Zależność stosunku prędkości prądu i wiatru od głębokości.
Każdą wartość uśredniono dla ponad 200 danych z 3-sekundowego próbkowania

which reąuires that a 6-m /s wind changes at a rate less than 10 m /s per 
nour (Pease 1972). Correlation analysis by  Hupfer (1974) has shown that 
wind currents develop during 2 hours, while Zeidler (1971) found 6 hours. 
Short-term  variation of coastal circulation constitutes an essential factor 
of ” secondary” turbulence adding to the ” prim ary”  turbulence under- 
stood as fluctuations within regular and steady flow  structures. This



Fig. 2.9. Turbuience spectra and intensities measured off Benghazi 
Rys. 2.9. Widma i intensywność turbulencji pomierzone w Benghazi
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R /p  cu rre n ts  
(sonu)

P rzy p ły w  O d p ływ

Fig. 2.11. Meso- and micro-scale turbulence spectra 
Rys. 2.11. Widma turbulencji mezoskalnej i mikroskalowej

point is m ore fu lly  analysed in Chapter 10, and hence two-dim ensional 
spectra for currents are on ly outlined here whereas their impact on 
dispersion w ill be discussed later.

The spectra of inshore currents presented in Fig. 2.9 were measured 
by  the Author for different wind and wave conditions, beach topo- 
graphy, depths and averaging scales. Although the data is modest, some 
generał conclusions may be drawn on the spectral structure o f the cur
rents. The bandwidths remain rather unchanged w ith depth and the 
distance from  the shoreline, but the peak o f maximum energy moves 
towards higher freąuencies at lower depths. The longer the averaging 
time, the smaller is the peak freąuency. The spectra o f w ind-driven 
currents seem wider than those o f wave-induced ones. Respective ranges 
of important spectra at different depths o ff Benghazi are shown in Fig. 
2.9. Most energy is contained in the harmonics with periods o f 6... 7, 
25 and 50 (the time constant was 3 s). Maximum energies appear at the 
water surface and the lowest o2 are observed near mid-depths. This fact 
might im ply the generation o f turbulence at the beach bottom. Relative 
turbulence intensity may be found by comparing Fig. 2.9 with Fig. 2.10 
(mean velocities); it varies from  20 to 30 per cent. —  A n analogous 
spectral diagram for rip currents after Sonu (1972) is presented in Fig. 
2 . 11.

Since nonlinear w ave-w ave interaction can redistribute energy in the 
spectrum but, as far as the overall energy level is concerned, this weak 
interaction cannot com pare with the effective exchange of energy between 
current and wave motions (Phillips, 1966) w e shall confine our short dis- 
cussion to the latter case.

For wave motion coupled with a current, the total freąuency can be 
decomposed into the intrinsic freąuency o and the convective freąuency,
i.e.



n =  k U ( x ,  t) +  o. (2.19)

This gives us the follow ing steady-state kinematic conservation law for 
waves and currents

n =  k U (x, t) +  o =  o0

where the subscript refers to no current. 
Phillips has shown:

Combining Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) gives

(2.20)

(2 ,21)

gk =
1 , 1 / 
2 +  2 'y1

4Un\>'2l 2 
+  8 )

(2.22)

which is a more generał form  o f the dispersion relationship including 
the influence o f currents. If w e let the energy density of the waves 
under current be <E> (n) dn then we have

~  c02 <I> (n) dn =  -j- U ) c <I> (n) dn. (2.23)

Fig. 2.12. Changes in peak location and magnitude for spectra under different 
current conditions (after Huang et al, 1972)

Rys. 2.12. Zmiany w położeniu i wielkości maksimum widm falowych dla różnych 
warunków prądowych (wg Huanga i in., 1972)



The ratio o f respective spectra is

(2.24)

From energy considerations we hasze

(2.25)

Fig. 2.12 plots the changes in the peak location and magnitude of the 
freąuency and wave number spectra as a function of U /cop, where Cop 
is the speed of the waves corresponding to peaks o f the freąuency or 
wave number spectrum under no current. From  this diagram it appears 
that uńder wave-current interactions and for a given current velocity 
wave numbers decrease drastically with wave energy. This phenomenon 
may have serious implications to diffusion processes, as discussed in 
Chapter 3.

Two important m ixing mechanisms are coupled with inshore currents. 
The first is associated with the breaking wave and its bore, which 
produce rapid m ixing in an in-offshore direction, while the other is 
advective and is attributed to inshore circulation cells. For constant 
longshore discharge o f water between cells Qt, this process gives a con- 
centration N n in the nth celi dow n-current from  a continuously injected 
source of dye of

where N0 is the concentration leaving the injection celi and Qm is the 
m axim um  longshore discharge within a celi. As an approximation (In- 
man et al., 1971), the concentration decreases exponentially with distance 
y  from  the injection point when n is replaced by  y /Y , where Y  is the 
spacing between rip currents.

In the close proxim ity o f shore line (up to a few  hundred meters o ff 
shore) velocities of longshore currents are proportional to y ł/7. This 
exponent results from  the Author’s diffusion tests and does not differ 
much from  that obtained for w ind-driven currents analyzed both the- 
oretically and empirically. The distributions of wave-induced gradiential 
currents depend considerably on bottom  and beach configuration, so 
that in practical computations one often has to assume their average 
constant value throughout the Coastal zone. The exponents for w ave- 
induced energy currents vary within wide intervals, their velocity  ratio 
v /V 0 being a pow er binomial. In practical computations, the curves v /V Q

(2.26)



in the surf zone can be splitted up into tw o branches with dominating 
factors o f 1 and pi after Longuet-Higgins, respectively.

A t greater distances from  shore an exponent of 1/7 changes and 
shear profiles can be suggested with some reason.

Should simple pow er relationships be taken in the prediction of waste 
disposal, the proportionality factors of the pow er functions v /V 0 ~  (y /Y 0)n 
can be found by  using the form ulae given for V 0 for a certain charac- 
teristic distance o ff shore (say, Y 0 =  500 m). Taking into account the 
vertical variations discussed form erly  one has

This form uła is em ployed in the theoretical analysis of turbulent d iffu - 
sion (Chapter 3).

A t the end of this chapter it is w orthw hile mentioning that the above 
discussion holds generally for a fa irly  monotonous coastline with long- 
shore currents which can deviate from  the approximate beach-parallel 
direction on ly at a certain distance far o ff shore. A t the outer boundary 
of the Coastal zone there occurs a wide spectrum of external circulation 
components, which have to be com puted by  methods different from  these 
presented here for inshore currents. Am ong them, w ind-driven currents 
due to the m otion o f air masses over the whole Baltic are very  charac- 
teristic for our conditions. The procedures presented by  Polish authors, 
also in Oceanologia, are applicable in w ind-driven current computations, 
including special configurations o f coastline with embayments, islands, 
underwater troughs, etc.

C h a p t e r  3

(2.27)

TURBULENT DIFFUSION PROCESSES IN COASTAL ZONES 
QUASI-DETERMINISTIC METHODS OF ANALYSIS

3.1. Quantitative discussion of turbulent diffusion phenomena

The energy o f air m otion is transferred to the water underneath as

d E ___ 1 /  c>u , dv\ g — —  1 dQ
dt  ~  e ( Tx d z n y dz )  q W  Q ~  q dz  ’ (3-1)

where the first RHS term represents the energy contribution from  the 
atmosphere due to the velocity  gradient, the second is associated with



buoyancy, and the third depicts energy transfer through vertical pulsa- 
tions.

In turn, the energy o f mean water flow  is also conveyed to turbu
lence. This is described by an analogous eąuation o f turbulence energy

for a density— homogeneous medium, where Q et represents the mean 
specifie dissipation o f the energy o f turbulent pulsations due to viscosity. 
It is the last term at the right-hand side that reflects the transfer of 
energy between the mean flow  and turbulence.

Once a flow  regime has been established (in the statistical serise), 
large eddies form  smaller ones, and so on up to com plete dissipation 
through viscosity and heat. H owever, unlike idealized cases of flow  in 
rivers, channels, pipes, etc., the motion of seas and lakes is character- 
ized by  more than one band of energy input (Fig. 3.1).

On the next pages we discuss the problem s related to all aspects of 
a diversified oceanic turbulence field.

As is well-known, the best description of a field of pollutants (or, 
in principle, of any physical ąuantity subject to turbulent flow ) can be 
gained through the Lagrangian approach. For the sake of definition, 
let us consider a group o f (fluid or solid matter) particles (Fig. 3.2). At

(3.2)

Fig. 3.1. Ozmidov’s oceanie energy spectrum 
Rys. 3.1. Widmo energii w oceanie wg Ozmidowa



Fig. 3.2. Definition diagram for Lagrangian characteristics 
Rys. 3.2. Schemat oznaczeń dla współrzędnych Lagrange’a

time tQ the particles are at positions denoted by  x, while, in generał, at

any time t their places are designated by X  (x, t). The goal we strive

for is as complete a description of the random vector X  (x, t) as pos- 
sible in view  of com plex stochastic flow  patterns. A  closed system of 
eąuations for the dynamics of an incompressible viscid fluid in Lagran
gian terms consists of the eąuation of continuity

[X lf X 2, X 3] =  — Xz - Xs) -  1 (3.3)
0(Xi, x 2, x 3) v '

ano the eąuation of motion

^  [X „  X *  p] +  v { [ x 2, x 3, [ x 2, x 3, j  +

- f  X 3, Xi. x 3ix 1, ^ ] j  +  | x i , x 2̂ x x f x , , ^ l j j ł (3.4)

where:

i =  1, 2, 3, p —  pressure.

Since the vector X  (x, t) is random, it is reasonable to observe 
it through its probabilistic characteristics. The most generał of these,

— * —>
probability density p (X  | x, t) provides a com plete statistical description

of X  (x, t). H owever, in most practical cases it is difficult to utilize the

density p (X  | x, t) for the representation of turbulent diffusion (or, better,

diffusive advection). This is due to high dimensionality of p (X|x, t) : it 
is 3n -|- m —  dimensional for n particles considered at m times. M ore- 
over, the com plete knowledge of a turbulent field is warranted by  the
function p (X , V [ x ,  t), which includes the Langrangian velocity  V. There-
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Fig. 3.3. Eddy viscosity, cm2s_I, vs turbulence scalę 
JRyc. 3.3. Zależność współczynnika dyfuzji, cm2s~', od skali burzliwości





fore we often have to recourse to the first two statistical moments of the 

vector X  (x, t) (o r  Y  (x, t ) ,  which we ref er to on the folio  wing pages.

Let us turn to the point of our essential interest in this work. W e 

denote by  $ (X , t) the concentration of a matter conveyed by a flow  

with the initial field of Eulerian velocity  u0 (X ) =  u (x, t0). For hom o- 

geneous boundary conditions, the dependence of 0 (X , t) on d0 (X ) =  
—>

=  (x, t0) is given by the eąuation

0 ( X , ) =  A  [u0(X),t] &0 (X). (3.5)

In most cases one is interested in mean values of & (X , t). O wing to 
linearity of the eąuation of matter conservation

^ + s r u‘ 8 = z A u i  (3-6)
and its boundary condition

X ^  +  M  =  f (t), (3.7)

wnere:
X is the coefficient o f m olecular diffusion, 
n —  straight line normal to the boundary, and 
P —  a constant that depends on the properties of the boundary; 

for negligible m olecular diffusion it can easily be proved that

d (X , t) =  A  (t) (X ) =  J p  (X  | x, t) &0 (x) dx.' (3.8)

It is this eąuation that bears some prospects of determining a field  of

polluted water through the probability density p (X  | x, t) discussed 
above.

B y neglecting the m olecular diffusion in Eq. 3.6 and through classic 
introduction of mean and pulsational components (& =  ■& +  •&', Ui =  u +  
+  u' and subseąuent averaging one obtains

l i  +  i H i
d t +  d X a d X i '  (3-9)

At this point, the com m on semiempirical approach consists in assum- 
ing the proportionality

Si =  <& ' =  - Ki, (3.10)



in which the tensor of the coefficients of turbulent diffusion (eddy d if- 
fusivities) is, in generał, tim e- and space-dependent.

Since some m isconception exists as to the meaning of the coefficients 
of diffusion in ąuite a few  studies carried out m ainly with reference to 
pollution control problems, it is appropriate to provide some space for

a discussion of K^ (X, t).

Eq. 3.9 is satisfied by the probability density p (X|x, t) =  0 (X , t) for

Gaussian distribution of X  if the diffusion coefficients are
t-t

with Bij<L)(x) =  Vi' (t) Vj' (t +  T); Batchelor (1949).
This is, however, a case o f little practical importance, sińce the

Gaussian distribution o f ■& (X, t) is known a priori.
On the other hand, K olm ogorov (1933) proved that provided some

generał conditiins are satisfied for p (X  | x, t), which guarantees that the
M arkov function X  (t) is continuous, the derivatives

V  (x, t0) =  ^  Y (x, t) | t=to (3.12)

2 Kij (x, t0) =  | ^ Y '(x , t) Yj'(x, t) t=to (3.13)

This does not imply, however, the validity of Kij =  ^ — for

all kinds o f turbulent fields; such a definition of Kij is true only for 
turbulent fluctuations, as shown b y  Eq. 3.13. In fact, for the field

Vi (t) =  r  X 3 (t) +  V ' (t); V 2 (t) =  (t); V 3 (t) =  V '3 (t) (3.15)

one readily obtains (for longer times t)

D ii (t) - 1  r ^ T s -13, D13 (t) =  r  ^  T3 ■ X2, (3.16)

which shows the diffusion acceleration effect due to the vertical gradient 
I\ At^ributing overall Dij (x) to turbulent fluctuations and im plying Kij =

exisł and satisfy Eq. 3.9 with

(3-14)





-

■



-i- S -  Djj (t) would be ąuite erroneous. For deeper insight into the ten-
ć* U  l

sor refer to Kam enkovich (1967).
Another point at which theoretical results are too hastily applied to 

the interpretation of empirical findings, concentrates around the so- 
-called 4/3 —  law. For the isotropic turbulence it can be readily shown 
from  the dimensional analysis (bolstered by  physical considerations as 
to validity o f some factors and negligence of others) that the dispersion 
tensor DiŁ (t) is proportional to the third power of time t, which yields

Kii W  -  j  6 ° ^  ~  t* ~  E?j3 ~  1« 3 (3.17)

or K  (1) =  c • £1/3 • 14/3. 

where 1 is regarded as a characteristic eddy length parameter (e.g. 
|/ Dii). As was mentioned earlier, hardly ever is turbulence isotropic or 
even homogeneous in the marinę environment (or particularly in coastal 
zones). Nonetheless, one can often encounter, especially in less recent

Fig. 3.5. Matching of data for the 4/3 law after Ichiye et al. (1964)
Rys. 3.5. Dopasowanie danych pomiarowych do prawa 4/3 wg danych Ichiye i in.

(1964)



works, attempts to represent the coefficient in terms of the 4/3 law. 
This statement can be illustrated by the summary made by Yudelson 
(1967).

The data collected in Fig. 3.3 is approximated by six straight lines, 
each of the 4/3 slope. However, it is felt that 4/3 bands are fairly  narrow. 
This can also be concluded on careful examination of respective sets of 
data from  various authors. The results in Fig. 3.4 should be better 
represented by  the second pow er of time instead of the third power, as 
is sometimes aimed at (or K  ~  r ~  | D ~  1 instead o f K ~  14/3). Finally, 
the data from  Ichiye et al. (1964) also show a tendency to smaller 
exponents, in spite o f the bias of some authors to conform  to the ” 4/3” 
law (Fig. 3.5).

As has been pointed out earlier (see Fig. 3.1), the external energy 
penetrates a turbulent m edium within specific freąuency bands and one 
cannot preclude the validity of the 4/3 law (or 5/3 for energy) between 
these bands. This is essentially what Ozmidov claims on the basis of 
field findings.

The hypothesis on the partial applicability of the ” 4/3” law seems 
ąuite acceptable for a deep sea. It is however much more controversial

k - f ( w )  f(~H )

Fig. 3.6. Ozmidov’s correction to the 4/3 law 
Rys. 3.6. Poprawka Ozmidova do prawa 4/3



Fig. 3.7. The effect of shore on the temporał growth o f dispersion (upper section) 
and the temporal variation of dispersion for homogeneous turbulence

(lower section)
Rys. 3.7. Wpływ brzegu na wzrost rozproszenia w czasie (górna część) 

i czasowa zmienność wariancji w poliu turbulencji jednorodnej (dolna część)
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with regard to shallow water areas, where a great number o f com pli- 
cations enter the problem . Nevertheless, (Ozmidov 1961— 1970) found 
that a redistribution o f eddies takes place in shallow waters and this 
gives rise to the horizontal isotropy o f turbulence. He also corrected the 
4/3 law by  introducing 1/H —  dependent coefficient k and pow er factor 
n, both shown in Fig. 3.6.

The variation of the exponent n in the relatinship D ~  xn with 
relative distance from  shore line, found by  the Author in tw o Coastal 
zones o f the Baltic, is shown in the upper part of Fig. 3.7. It can be 
seen that the growth o f turbulent eddies (and of the dye patches studied) 
with time is subejct to a dramatic decrease after they approach the shore 
at a distance only a few  times greater than their lengths and widths lmin- 
The ąuantity of the data included in Fig. 3.7 is moderate, as they are 
em ployed only to indicate the generał trend. Since the Author’s remaining 
data are presented elsewhere, is must not be stated here if the phenom - 
enon depicted in Fig. 3.7 is due to the shore-induced rearrangement 
o f turbulent eddies alone or also —  due to the presence of velocity  
gradients, as discussed in Par. 3.3., or possibly to other factors.

It is appropriate to note here that the „four-thirds law ”  is character-

Fig. 3.8. Turbulence characteristics in the inertical subrange between two spectral
peakes of .energy imjput 

Rys. 3.8. Charakterystki turbulencji w  -podrozdziale bezwładnościowym 
.między dwoma pasmami dopływu energii



istic for homogeneous turbulence, but only within the so-called inertial 
subrange (depicted by  the central branch in the lower diagram in Fig. 
3.7), that is, for intermediate diffusion times. Both for longer times 
of diffusion and for shorter temporal intervals, the dependence of K 
on turbulence scales (or diffusion time) is weaker. H owever, even in the 
inertial subrange the occurence o f the „four-thirds law ” can be disturbed 
if tw o energy inputs (of. Fig. 3.1) lie close to each other, so that the 
ipertial subrange between them is strongly affected by  the input bands 
(Fig. 3.8). In the Coastal zone, it is likely that two close freąuency bands 
recive energy from  tw o external sources of turbulence energy: waves 
and the „m orphological” interaction between flow ing water and the sea 
bed. The „m orphological”  Langm uir-type circulation cells might be 
coupled with local depths. W ith inreasing distance from  shore the depth 
increases and the wave number (freąuency) o f the m orphological circu 
lation decreases, thus expanding the interval between both bands of 
energy input, sometimes making it wide enough for the „four-thirds 
law ”  to reappear.

3.2. Theoretical solutions to the eąuation of turbulent 
diffusive advection

The most com m on and reasonable approach to the mathematical 
form ulation of the Coastal pollution problem  consists in analysing jet- 
like structures of spreading pollutants in terms of conservation laws. 
From  such an approach one has the follow ing w ell-know n convective 
diffusion eąuation for any matter not affecting a flow  field:

ód . dtt . -ó d __ dtt 
d i  +  U1 d ź  ~  M dz  +  ad “  KiJ ’ (3-18)

which follow s from  Eq. 3.9 upon assumption of the independence of Ui 
and together with constant velocity  Uj along Xj. Eąuation 3.18 also 
includes substance decay in accordance with a first order reaction (its

I n  2  \
half-life  being T0 ^ = -------- ) and gravitational fali with a setling velocity

o f is.
A  fa irly  generał boundary condition desribing all practical cases at 

any wali (normal to n)

K ,| |  +  ««nO =  P& (3.19)

where P is a certain constant having the dimension o f velocity; fi =  0 
corresponds to the com plete ” reflection”  o f a matter from  the wali (and



do dfr— =2 — =  0 for 9 ^ = 0 ) ,  while (3 =  oo pertains to absorption. De-

tails for this are included in the works o f Calder (1961) and Monin (1959). 
In generał, W  may be substituted by  f  (Xj) due to secondary bottom  de- 
posits. Identical balance o f turbulent fluxes must take place at the free 
surface, while the conditions of disappearance must be satisfied far 
from  a source o f substances, Xi o o .

As to initial conditions, they may be o f continuous or discontinuous 
type. In the first case a source starts flow ing at t =  0, and then the con- 
centration is eąual to zero. The delta function is often em ployed for the 
discontinuous type o f source, when a certain amount o f matter is sud- 
denly discharged.

Let us illustrate the instantaneous discharge in the fram ework of 
a generał method derived by  Aitsam  (1967) for the solution o f Eq. 3.18. 
Here the initial condition is

# (x, y, z, 0) =  Go 5 (x) 5 (y) 5 (z —  z.), (3.20)

where G0 is the source strength.
Let us denote by  &ou (x, y, z, zi) a solution to Eq. 3.18 for K  =  0 and 

homogeneous boudary conditions at the bottom. A  solution for inhom o- 
geneous boundary conditions can be written as

+  oo

óu =  Ouo +  ^ - J |  f (x —  x ' , y  —  y ') C o  (x ', y ',  z, H ) d x '  d y ' (3,21)
—  oo

For the homogeneous boundary conditions, the initial conditions as

f (x, y, z, 0) = »  f  (x) f  (y) f  (z) (3.22)

and diffusion coefficients
K x =  K x (X ) ,  K y =  K y (y), K z =  K z (z) (3.23)

the solution o f Eq. 3.18 may be presented as

K  (x, y, z, t) c= ~  #u (x) 0y (y) 0Z (z), (3.24)

where 0U (x), 0U (y), 0U (z) are the respective solutions to the follow ing 
equations

+  =  <3-251> 

=  <3-252> 

=  <3-253>



with the initial conditions

0 (x, 0) =  G0 5 (x) (3.26.1)

¥ (y, 0) =  G0 8 (y) (3.26.2)

•& (z, 0) =  G0 5 (z— zi) (3.26.3)

boundary conditions (3.18) and (3.21).
The one-dimensional problems (3.26) can be solved by integral trans- 

form s. A pplying the Laplace transformation to Eq. 3.25.1 yields

w ith 0L (x, p) as the Laplace transform of fr.
A  solution to Eq. 3.27 with the boundary condition

x  —>- co  Ol ->  0

m ay be further sought without the right-hand side member, and sub- 
seąuently the inhomogeneous solution of Eq. 3.27 can be obtained by the 
variation o f constants in the homogeneous solution.

Classical methods o f the theory o f partial differential eąuations may 
be used together with the above method in finding partial solutions for 
Coastal pollution problems. W e shall examine some o f them separately 
for  instantaneous (I) and continuous (C) sources, both point (P), line (L), 
and piane (PI).

Instantaneous sources

(IP) For u, K x, K y, K z =  const in an infinite medium:

(3.27)

where Gc' is a unit strength of the source.
(IP1) For u, K x, K y, K z =  const in an infinite medium:

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)



As it is rather impossible to derive (I) Solutions for morę com płex 
velocity  and diffusion coefficient fields, efforts have been made to de- 
termine at least some characteristics of pollution fields. One method 
consists in substituting Eq. 3.12 by  an infinite set o f eąuations for sta- 
tistical moments

+  0 0 ___

® n m  (z, t) =  J  f  0  (x, y, z, t) x n ym dxdy ( 3 . 3 1 )

—00

which can be consecutively solved for the individual moments ©oo, ©oi, 
©io etc. (the first moments up to n =  2, m =  2 being o f prim ary practical 
importance) and reduces the problem  to the diffusion along the z -axis 
alone, subseąuently supplemented by estimates for horizontal diffusion. 
For n = 0  m = 0  one has

(3.32)

with the boundary and initial conditions m odified respectively.
Such a form ulation is very helpful because the distribution over the 

planes z =  const does not depend anyhow on a velocity  profile and the 
variation o f diffusion coefficients. For

u (z) =  Ui zm, K x (z) =  K i zk, K y (z) =  K 2 z\ K z ( z )  =  K 3 zn

and O <  n <  2

one obtains (Saffman 1962)
m

< X >  =  j p  =  b Ul x (K 3t) 2“ n < Y >  -  ° 01 ,
'-'OO ^ 0 0

2m k (3.33)
02 =  =  bi u 2 T2 (K 3T)2_n +  b2 Kl T (K 3 T) 2- n ,

C>0C
1

o\y =  b3 K 2x ( K 3T)2- n ,

where Ui, ki, k2, k3, b, bi, b2, and b3 are constants.
This solution proves again that the presense of z-shear always plays 

a dominant role in the dispersion along the x -  and y -  axes.
If considering radial diffusion only one may arrive at the follow ing 

eąuation (Okubo 1962)

8«=75?{af(t)rm+'W- (3'34)
where r is the radial distance from  the origin, a and m are arbitrary



constants, and f  (t) is a function o f time. Eąuation 3.34 incorporates 
a number o f other diffusion eąuations derived for particular m and f  (t), 
including that of Joseph and Sendner (f (t) =  1, m =  1). Under the 
follow ing ditions (with averaging upper bars deleted henceforth)

0 (r, 0) =  (3.35)
n r

lim  (r, t) =  0 for all t ^  0
r->oo

0 (r, t) =  0 for r <  0, all t ^  0
t

the solution for 0 ^  m <  2 and lIJ (t) =  f  f  (ti) dti is given by

(3.36)

Continuous sources
Fairly generał concentration fields of substances flow ing perm anently 

out o f their source at the point P (0, y G, z0) and m oved by  ambient water 
with a speed o f ux (y, z) and uy (y, z) in a region of variable depth H (y) 
can be obtained by  solving the eąuation

dft da d Tjr da da __ dO 
' Ux dx ^ Uy dy =  dy y dy dz dz (3>37)

with longitudinal advection prevailing over longitudinal diffusion. Solu
tions for line sources can be found from  integration of solutions to (3.37). 
The Author managed to solve Eq. 3.37 in the system of co-ordinates 
shown in Fig. 3.9. On the basis of theoretical considerations, confirm ed 
by em pirical data, discussed briefly  in this paper, the follow ing distribu- 
tions can be assumed as good approximations for velocities and eddy 
diffusivities:

ux =  uXo y°x znx uy =  uyo y“ y zny 3?a)

K y =  ky ypy exp [—  0.001 (H0 —  z)] K z =  kz y pz exp [—  0.001 (Hc —  z)]

Together with Eq. 3.7, the boundary conditions should also take into 
account the disapperance o f concentration at infinity and the matching 
o f near field and far field (Fig. 3.9) created by a continuous source

# (x, y, z) | x,y—>CJO =  o
O (3-37b) 

» (O, yo. Zo) =  s - ^ T y ^ ) 6 (y  -  y « > 5 -  z «)



A  solution to Eq. 3.37 can be sought by  the Fourier method as

(x, y, z) =  Ox (x) • 0y (y) • 0Z (z) (3.38)

A fter Eqs. 3.37 a -4- c are included in Eq. 3.37 the latter becomes a sy
stem of three second-order differential equations.
There arises the problem  of eigen-functions that can be found after 
the order of magnitude o f individual terms in the com ponent equations 
is estimated and some minor terms are rejected. A  simple substitution 
of variables leads to solutions of Eq. 3.37 in the form  of Bessel func- 
tions, e.g. for Oy (y):

u + y . a + y . J_ _ 1_ u + y . u + y .  7 7

® y ( y )  =  A y  '  a  c I n  (P y  = <* c )  +  B y = a 0 Y n (P y  0 a  « )

(3.39)
where a, a, p, y, x, and a are constants and exponents, w hich depend on 
the exponents in Eqs. 3.37 and 3.37.a., while A  and B must be determined 
from  the boundary conditions. The order n of the Bessel function In and 
Y n also depends on these exponents.

A fter em ploying a rather arduous procedure one m ay find 0X (x), Oy (y), 
and Oz (z), and com e to the finał solution, but this is troublesome 
and requires com puter-aided techniques, sińce the resulting constants of 
integration must be found from  im plicit boundary conditions. The prob
lem becom es much simpler, and the procedure outlined can be applied 
m ore successfully if one neglects uy in Eqs. 3.37. and 3.37.a. and assumes

K y =  ky • ypy zn* 

In this case one obtains

K z =  kz yux znz . (3.37c)

40)



cf Goroshko, 1974, w ith his graphs in the Iow er part of Fig. 3.9).
The concentration profiles shown in Fig. 3.9 delineate a very  special 

featur o f concentration fields, also observed by  the Author in certain 
Coastal zones. It consists in the asymmetry of concentration profiles along 
the y-axis on  both sides o f  the discharge point P (0, y 0, z0). The nearshore 
concentrations are higher than the offshore ones at the same distance 
from  the source, as if the substance discharged were entrapped near 
shore. In the considered case of homogeneous density this effect can be 
attributed to velocities and eddy diffusivities increasing with dinstance 
from  shore. A  similar Coastal entrapment phenomenon due to density 
effects was analyzed by Csanady (1969).

In the case ,of an infinite linear source streching along the y-axis the 
respective diffusional term in Eq. 3.37 (either first R.H.S. or second 
R.H.S) disappears and the solution with K y (or K z) of Eq. 3.37 and nx =  
=  0 (or ax =  0) becom es (assume now  source along the z-axis):

where Ip is the Bessel function of imaginary argument with the index

Solution for a line source of finite length can be obtained by inte- 
gration of Eqs. 3.40., 3.41., and 3.42.

To end this paragraph it should be m entioned that, on the one hand, 
the solutions presented are o f practical im portance in the design o f ma
rinę disposal of pollutants, and, on the other hand, they can be used as

(3.41)

for ax —  |iy -j- 2 >  0,
where q — strength of the linear source.
A  more genral solution for a source at y  =  y 0 is:

l
—  U x D ( y “ x - ? y  + 2 + y o “x py+2) 

(a x —  P y  +  2 ) 2 • k y  • X
(3.42)



tools to check the assumptions made for diffusion coefficients. Therefore 
Par. 3.2. precedes the description of horizontal and vertical diffusion 
in the follow ing paragraphs.

3.3. Horizontal diffusion

Indirect determination of diffusion characteristics (prim arily eddy 
diffusivities) from  matching em pirical data with the theoretical solutions 
presented in Par. 3.2. can be inaccurate, sińce different combinations 
o f u and K  can yield similar concentration fields. The measurement of 
Reynolds stresses and velocity  gradients appearing in the classical defi- 
nition

Fig. 3.9. Solutions 3.40 of the turbulent diffusion eąuation 
Rys. 3.9. Rozwiązania 3.40 dla równania burzliwej dyfuzji



Fig. 3.10. The effect of velocity on the temporal growth of dispersion 
Rys. 3,10. Wpływ prędkości na wzrost rozproszenia w czasie

(3.43)

or analogous correlations for heat, etc., makes it possible to find Kij 
directly, without resorting to transitional assumptions. Within such 
direct-exam ination approach we w ill now  discuss the data available on 
horizontal diffusion.

From  a review  of several field studies (cited in the List of References) 
made by  the Author it fo llow s that Di; (where i — 1,2) varies with time 
(or length) as a pow er function with an exponent from  1 to 3 (cf Fig. 3.7), 
although figures higher than 2 are coupled with rough sea and occur far 
o ff shore. A  couple fo  factors are responsible for this variation: wind, 
currents, waves, thermal and density effects, bottom  topography, etc.. 
The weight of each o f them is difficult to establish because of their 
com bined action. The regressional analysis has shown that current velo- 
city is one of the essential factors.

Fig. 3.10 shows the variation of n  ̂ w ith current velocity. The tracers 
propagated with water in patches. Yarious techniąues o f investigation



described in Chapter 7 were used. The Author applied rhodamine B and 
droąues shown in Fig. 7.7. From  the diagram it can be seen that n increas- 
es with velocity  and is characterized by a certain point of inflexion. 
W hile the low er asym ptotic limit of n for density-hom ogeneous medium 
lies som ewhere at 1, the upper value reached by  n is slightly above 2. 
The transitional region o f velocities is about 15 cm/s. H owever unclear 
from  the purely dimensional point of view , variation of ni is indicative 
of changes in the structure due to velocity. A t higher velocities the 
rearrangement o f turbulent eddies occurs, and perhaps some shear efects, 
difficult to avoid under natural conditions, becom e m ore pronounced. It 
should be mentioned that sufficient time and apparently homogeneus 
velocity  fields were taken in the construction of Fig. 3.9 and 3.10, but 
until com plete uderstanding of this phenomena is achieved, the figures 
should serve as ąuidelines for marinę outfall design rather than as a 
basis for scientific debate.

In looking for a possible cause of changes in diffusion laws it is inter- 
esting to examine the role of the Eulerian intensity of turbulence. Let 
us briefly  repeat two important results for the dispersion tensor:

___oo ___
Dii (t) 2U;2 /  (T —  s) Rii(L) (s) ds »  2 u'* (Txt  —  S») (3.44) 

0

(homogeneous turbulence) 

or Du (t) «  2/3 I*  • u ^ - T3 (3.44a)

for large x in shear flow  Vi (t) =  T • X 3 (t) +  V ' (t)
These results suggest that irrespective of the type of flow  the expo- 

nent of D ;i t vs ni for  a given flow  remains unchanged in spite of tur
bulence intensity. This statement can be confirm ed by  field  observations 
of plume widths. One such exam ple is shown in Fig. 3.11, constructed 
from  the data given by Kenney (1967). In can be seen that the plume

Fig. 3.11. Indepedence of the growth of jet width of the intensity of turbulence 
Rys. 3.11. Niezależność wzrostu szerokości strugi od intensywności turbulencji



width increases with distance to an almost identical exponent. The two 
plumes developed from  the same continuous source within a few  hours.

Interesting observations o f the dispersion very close to the shore line 
were carried out by the Author in  a Bay of Puck area around the 
Gdynia m ucicipal waste-water discharge channel. Since the Baltic Sea 
is very  shallow within that region and the waste water was m uch lighter 
than the ambient medium, it is acceptable to assume the model o f the 
linear vertical source. Coliform  bacteria and rhodamine B were used 
as indicators o f the concentration. The test layout and techniąues applied 
are described in Chapter 7. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the data obtained 
for the longshore and transverse decay o f concentration. Let us refer to 
the m odel described by Eq. 3.41. By comparing the exponent.

__ ax ~l~ 1_____ 8
a x  —  P y  +  2  9

Longshore concentration r  j  , 3) 
Jtezenie wzdłuzbrzegowe <- /  J

Fig. 3.12. Longshore concentration from a 
continuous point source on beach 

Rys. 3.12. Wzdłużbrzegowe stężenie trasera zrzu 
conego z ciągłego punktowego źródła nabrzego 

wego

and the exponent

° x —  Py +  2 == —

1 6cne can easily find a* =  — and Py =  — , which gives a velocity field

close to the logarithm ic profile  with K y (y) ~  6/7; such a current field 
is ąuite often encountered under field conditions of surf zones and is

Longshore d/stance / , 
Odległość wzcttuz brzegu



\/
Latera! concentration 
Stężenie w kierunku 1  do brzegu

Transi/erse distance r 
Odległość ± do brzegu

Fig. 3.13. Lateral variation of concentration from a continuous point source on beach 
Rys. 3.13. Stężenie w kierunku J_ do brzegu

confirm ed in the theories based on the concept o f radiation stress (Chap
ter 2). Hence, the almost linear form  od K y (y) can be theated as being 
derived through direct reasoning and empirical evidence unobscured by 
transitional hypotheses.

Thus far, not too much light has been shed on the effect of waves on 
horizontal dispersion. It has been determined qualitatively that waves

Fig. 3.14. Dependence of diffusion coefficients on wave parameters 
Rys. 3.14. Zależność współczynników dyfuzji od parametrów fal



affect the pow er factors n; ąuite considerably; waves and swell seem to 
be the prim ary agents in raising ni to the level of 3. The field data for 
considerably large waves presented in Fig. 3.10, how ever scarce, in- 
dicate the tendency ąuite clearly. Nevertheless, more studies are reąuir 
ed to elucidate the problem . In order to explain at least some o f the 
aspects the Author undertook hydraulic laboratory tests on the dispersion 
under waves.

The test tank with test facilities is shown in Fig. 7.4. The applied 
tracers consisted of ping-pong balls partly filled with water. They were 
photographed from  above and the dispersion was calculated from  the 
photographs. Quite surprisingly, the components Dii (i =  1,2) were found 
to be directly proportional to time (or length). One is thus justified in 
accepting the simple form uła

The coefficients of hirizontal diffusion calculated from  this relationship 
are drawn in Fig. 3.14. As a conseąuence of several trials it has been 
found that the parameter

is characteristic as a variable for Ku. As is illustrated in Fig. 3.14, there 
are tw o regions o f  the inerease of Ku, which can be roughly described 
as laminar and turbulent ones. The pow er factor of the functions 
Kji =  fi is much higher in the turbulent region and approaches ” — 2.4” 
for K * and ” — 1.65”  for K y.

In view  o f the distinction between the wave-induced dispersion in 
the field and that observed under laboratory conditions it is reasonable 
to assume that the higher field dispersion rate (almost 3 versus 1 as the 
exponent in Du ~ nT:) is due to different modes of interactions within 
the fields o f waves and currents.

Let us assume that the ” regular”  field  of concentration & (z) due to 
currents varies random ly by  ■&' (z) due to oscillatory w ave m otion and 
by d '  (z) due to random displacements o f water particles from  their 
indisturbed position (x0, z0). In the linear wave theory approximation, 
the sum o f  both components can be estimated as a simple binomial



Both (z) and •9' (z) can be expanded in power series of a smali para- 
meter s (e.g. wave steepness):

{F(z) =  fl<°> (z) +  s £<!> (z) +  e2 (z) +  ...
(3.46)

ft' (z) =  d<°> (z) +  e •&'«> (z) +  £2 {K<2> +  ...

Upon substitution of Eqs. 3.45 and 3.46 for 0 (z) =  & (z) +  &' (z) in Eq. 
3.18 and on determination of the order of magnitude of all terms one 
obtains:

Id  d2 d2 \ d-{)(0)
(d t ~  -  Kz ! # ) fr<1> =  Uz “5 T ’ (3-46-1)

r){f(°> ------
—  K z - ^ -  =  u*»'|z-o , (3.46.2)

(3.46.3.)

where uz is the vertical orbital velocity  component and the bar denotes 
statistical averaging. The term £2 ,&(2) (z) describes the effect of waves 
on the current-induced concentration field. Solutions for d '(1) (z), and 
s2 ft2 (z) =  (z )— -&(0) (z) in Eqs. 3.36.1.— 3.46.3 are sought in the form  of 
the Fourier-Stjeltjes integral:

f (t, x, y, z) —  f  exp (—  i to t) d Z £ (to, x, y, z). (3.47)

d 2& d&w  If one omits K z ^ -2~ in comparison with uz » from  the com bina-

tion of Eqs. 3.46.1 and 3.47. it follows:
__p Q rj ft(O )

d z - = r + t V e- k z d z -  (3-48)
Q

where Pe =  7?—r  =  Peclet number,K x k

c =  wave celerity, 
d Z ; =  random increment in free surface oscillations.

Thus, the spectral density of the fluctuations &' (z) is given by

__________________  p  2 /  (V(o) \

U, (©, « , z) d to d a =  d Z*. - d ZJ, p j i f j  f  e_2kZ f* (co’ a)’ t3-48-1)

where f# (to, a) == two-dimensional spectral density of free surface oscil
lations



and asterisk denotes conjugation. 
Similarly, one has

(3.49)

Conseąuently, the mean value of the turbulent flux  0 'u z reads

{Kuz =  J j  f da =

By analogy to Boussinesąue classical definition, which employs this flux, 
one can regard the double integral in Eq. 3.49.1. as spectral eddy d iffu - 
sivity due to waves and currents.

Comparison o f the spectral eddy diffusivity with the values measured 
by the Author in known fields of waves and currents has shown that the 
difference is much smaller than in the case of diffusion coefficients 
coupled only with waves and w ave-wave interactions. However, it is 
still unclear whether the ultralinear increase in dispersion with the time 
observed in the sea is shaped only by characteristics of advection (pri- 
marily, shear flows), the structure of turbulent eddies in the inertial 
subrange (with its four-thirds law) and some other factors, or possibly 
that a combination of waves and currents accelerates dispersion. Again, 
field  studies have pointed to a very  important part played by the angle 
between waves and currents. Waves begin to act as a strong dispersion- 
accelerating factor after they turn by a certain critical angle with respect 
to the direction of resulting advection, even if they are not very high.

The problem  of horizontal diffusion in density-heterogeneous media 
has more to do with the vertical structure o f turbulence and is therefore 
treated in the next paragraph.

Vertical diffusion depends very much on the character o f the medium 
under consideration. This is primarily true for the density or thermal 
heterogeneity of the medium*

Turbulent diffusion in a density-homogeneous medium is explored 
only superficially. It is fairly customary to assume homogeneous tur
bulence patterns, i.e. Dz (t) ~  t, etc. This im m ediately implies constancy

3.4. Yertical diffusion

4  —  O c e a n o l o g i a  n r  5



of K z and the only ąuestion that remains under such a form ulation is 
the value of K z. It was found to vary from  a fraction of unity under 
very calm conditions to several tens in rough seas. K oh and Fan (1970) 
found

h2K z =  0.02 —

for the coefficient of vertical diffusion under waves of height, h and pe
riod T. Aside from  the empirical results presented hereafter, this is prac- 
tically all we know about the relation of vertical diffusion characteristics 
to diffusion-inducing factors in idealized density-homogeneous media.

Our knowledge of density-stratified media is greater. As is well 
known, the turbulence in these media in governed by an additional fac- 
tor i.e. buoyancy. The buoyancy forces hinder the penetration of surface 
energy into deeper layers. Therefore with regard to our needs, the fol
lowing ąuestions arise: (1) occurrence and structure of stratification (2) 
the effect o f stratification on horizontal diffusion (3) the effect of strati
fication on vertical diffusion.

The eąuation of turbulence energy, Et in a stratified medium reads

(3.50)

and included the additional (in comparison with homogeneous medium) 
term

^  T ' w ' ,  which accounts for buoyancy. By comparing the magnitude of 

this term against the energy transmitted from  mean flow  to turbulence

u ' w ' one obtains 
dz

(3.51)

or after substituting

where Ri is the Richardson number and R f its dynamie version. These 
numbers describe the status of turbulence in dimensionless form. For

(3.52)



K  - C2L2L  + aa 3. *  3f 7 ^
k t - c  L p b - Q p  + ź i J

Fig. 3.15. Hypothetical form of the diffusion coefficient in stratafied media 
Rys. 3.15. Hipotetyczna postać współczynnika dyfuzji w ośrodkach uwarstwionych

example, by taking into account the two terms — u ' w ' and 
0 --------

-Sr T ' w ' in the case o f stratified media and only the form er term in 
T
homogeneous media, the coefficient of vertical diffusion becoms

K str =  K  (1 —  aRi ) .  (3.53)
Similar results can be obtained by considering (in semiempirical form u- 
lation) K  as a product of characteristic length and velocity, which also 
depend on stratification. From  various assumptions as to the mixing 
lenght L based on the empirical findings of Kazanskiy and Monin and 
theoretical considerations of Obukhov (compare Kitaigorodskii 1961) it 
turns out that the power factor in Eq. 3.53 varies from  1 to 1.2:

K str =  K  (1 —  Ri) ł+i-* (3.54)

This result is equivalent to
K str =  K  (1 +  a Ri) —b (3.55)

derived by Rossby and M ontgomery by assuming that the only impor
tant parameter, m ixing length 1 depends on stratification.

The depth o f therm ocline at which an abrupt jum p in temperature 
and density profiles occurs, is affected by many factors, such as surface 
heat transfer, extraterrestrial radiation, etc., which are dealt with el- 
sewhere (Chapter 4). Therefore we confine ourselves to the description 
of the interlayer between waste water (or, generally, heated water) and 
the ambient density-heterogeneous medium. The depth of penetration 
is determined by the critical Richardson number, which reflects the 
eąuilibrium of the buoyancy and inertia forces. This eąuality yields
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(3.56)

where Ricr= l ,  and Q is space-dependent waste water density, which, 
in turn, is a simple function of concentration

e =  d ę „ + ( l — d ) p w, (3.57)

where Q0 is the outlet density o f waste water and Qw —  water density. 
For a given assembly of governing factors (velocity and diffusion char- 
acteristics, which im plicitly depend again on stratification) 0 can be 
determined analytically as

9 =  f  (x, y, z, u, K i . . .). (3.58)

The combination o f Eqs. 3.56, 3.57, and 3.58 gives the eąuation of the 
boundary Hi =  1, which depicts the turbulence penetration interface

F (x, y, z, u, g0, K i . . .) =  0. (3.59)

If there is no water propagating in the ambient medium, it is inter- 
esting to determine the patterns of depth changes in the coefficient 
of vertical diffusion. Turning back to Eq. 3.50 without the pressure com - 
ponent, by  making a couple o f semi-empirical assumptions for flow  along 
the xi-axis

with the same order of components as in Eq. 3.50. For the stationary case 
one has

from  which at least an order of magnitude and qualitative variation can 
be determined for K. Fig. 3.15 presents the three right-hand components

one obtains the follow ing equation

(3.60.1)

(3.60.2)

(3.60.3)

(3.60.4)

(3.61)

(3.62)



of Eq. 3.62 and the resulting coefficient K  for the follow ing set o f para- 
meters:

c = 1 . 5  1 = 1 0 .0  ab =  1.5 a =  0.1

It can be seen that this type of analysis results in a pronounced 
decrease in the coefficient of diffusion throughout the surface layer 
and rather insignificant differentiation with much smaller values in the 
lower stratum. General agreement of the curve with empirical findings 
can be concluded on the basis of the data shown in Fig. 3.16 after 
Orlob, Roesner, and Norton (1969). The analysis presented herein 
enables one to elucidate the origin of a characteristic inflexion of the 
curves for the diffusion coefficient. Such an inflexion is also found for 
other experiments (see Fig. 3.17). It is thus reasonable to deseribe the 
vertical variation o f the diffusion coefficient as follows:

K  =  K 0 e -1lZu for the upper layer (I) (3.63.1)

Fig. 3.17. Variation of temperature and eddy diffusivity, Ozmidov (1973) 
Rys. 3.17. Zmienność temperatury i współczynnika dyfuzji, Ozmidov (1973)



K — b E a |e =  — at thermocline (3.63.2)

K  =  Ki e_,‘i(z_zi)‘ for lower layer (II).

The follow ing figures can serve as preliminary guidelines for the para- 
meters a, b, r], r|i, zi, K 0, and Ki.

Let us now consider the ąuestion of how the thermal or density 
heterogeneity affects the horizontal and vertical diffusion. From  theor- 
etical reasoning and empirical evidence it turns out that in unstratified 
media the horizontal and verticał diffusion are o f the same order of 
magnitude unless the bottom of a reservoir or thermocline constrains 
the vertical eddies. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.18, where the horizon
tal lines depict the limits to growth due to vertical or horizontal con- 
straints (the low er or upper line, respectively). Incidentally, in the 
drawing it is assumed that the 4/3 law holds throughout a considerable 
rangę of turbulence scales.

Fig. 3.18. Limits to growth of 
diffusion coefficients, Ozmidov, 

1968
Rys. 3.18. Ograniczenia wzrostu 
współczynników dyfuzji, Ozmi- 

dov, 1968

In view  o f turbulence damping due to buoyancy it is generally ac- 
cepted that the vertical diffusion coefficient decreases with increasing 
density gradient, or more specifically, with increasing Ri, as in Eqs. 
3.53— 3.55. It has not yet been resolved definitely how the horizontal 
diffusion behaves after the vertical eddies reach their limits. One may 
again resort to the eąuation or turbulence energy (3.1) and (3.50). For 
the case of negligible buoyancy the energy eąuation does not include

g dT
the term =  a K  , which becomes, however, ąuite considerable

under heterogeneous conditions. In order to conserve energy (which 
occurs in fact) the first and second right hand components of Eq. 3.61 
must increase, energy dissipation being relatively insensitive to the den
sity structure. It seems that the increase comes mostly from  the first



__________  At?
term, i.e. strong gradient of u 'a u',, w ' or Hence, addition of the

0 Z
(negative) buoyancy term does not necessarily im ply any rise in the 
horizontal diffusion coefficient (at least, unless a thorough examination 
of all the terms is performed).

This conclusion proves to be correct in the light of Prych ’s empirical 
observations (1970) on horizontal diffusion in stratified and unstratified 
media. It appears that after an initial period of the gravitational spread 
of a plume in a stratified reservoir the intensity of horizontal turbulence 
remains unchanged in comparison with the unstratified case (Fig. 3.19).

Nevertheless, certain empirical data appears inconsistent with this 
standpoint. On the one hand we are confronted with be opinion (that 
has existed after Parr sińce 1936) on intensification of horizontal diffu 
sion due to limited vertical spread in stratified media- This belief is con- 
tinued through the formuła

A 1 =  A ’ ( l  +  '>£ ^ )  (3.64)

Fig. 3.19. The effect of stratification on horizontal dispersion
Rys. 3.19. Wpływ uwarstwienia na rozpraszanie poziome

f

derived by  R iley in 1951. The parametr y is equal to 1.8. 10—11, x is 
the distance between 2 measuring stations, and the stability parameter

E is egual to —  -f—  . The same effect is essentially demonstrated by 
q a z

Ozmidov’s correction to the 4/3 law in Fig. 3.6. For lower relative depths
T T

—  the power factor n approaches 4/3, which imposes a limit coupled with



very shallow or strongly stratified waters. This finding is contradicted, 
however, by  other investigators’ data, as discussed earlier in this chapter. 
In most field investigations one observes smaller decreases of concen-

Fig. 3.20. Typical concentration decrease vs time for instantaneons source 
Rys. 3.20. Charakterystyczny spadek stężenia w czasie dla chwilowego źródła

Fig. 3.21. Typical concentration fali vs distance for continuous point source 
Ryc. 3.21. Charakterystyczny spadek stężenia z odległością dla ciągłego źródła

punktowego



tration after longer times for either plumes or patches (Fig. 3.20, 3.21). 
This fact indicates that once a constraint has occurred over depth, the 
horizontal diffusion does not intensify enough to overcom e the effect of 
weakened (or arrested) vertical diffusion. On the basis of the data from  
many studies presented in Figs. 3.20 and 3.21 it is reasonable to assume 
that horizontal diffusion is fairly insensitive to stratification.

Let us finally discuss variation o f the vertical diffusion coefficient 
in both homogeneous and stratified media. W e have already expressed 
this coefficient in terms o f stratification (compare Eq. 3.55). Under this 
kind of approach it is assumed that Dzz varied proportionally with time

and thus Kzz =  -  _^zz is enough to characterize vertical diffusion in
c* L

either a stratified or homogeneous medium. However, there is insufficient 
empirical evidence on the vertical homogeneity of diffusion (i.e. Dzz ~  t). 
On the contrary, the available data (even though scarce) show the

Fig. 3.22. Dependence of vertical diffusion on the stability E 
Rys. 3.22. Zależność pionowej dyfuzji od stateczności E



decreasing exponent of the proportionality Dzz ~  t“ with higher 
stratification (Fig. 3.22). W hile ranging from  1.0 to 1.6 in homogeneous 
media, the factor a in strongly stratified water bodies approaches zero,
i.e. turbulent eddies of significant size are unable to overcom e buoyancy 
and vertical diffusion does not occur practically after some time elapses 
or a certain turbulence scalę comes into ąuestion. Both concepts, i.e. 
stratification dependent and independent exponents are not ąuite antag- 
onistic, as shown in Fig. 3.23. By enforcing time proportionality

Dzz =  A l “ t = 2 ^ - u “ t“_1 • t =  2 K  (t) • t (3.65)

one includes the power variation into the tim e- (or turbulent-scale, 
which is governed by  density stability) dependent diffusion coefficient. 
As follow s from  Eq. 4.6, K  decrases with the density gradient (Ri), and 
also with time in stratified media, where a <C 1 and lim  K  (t) =  0 for

t "> o o

longer times, i.e. bigger turbulence scalę. The stronger the stratification, 
the bigger (relatively speaking) the turbulence scalę for which vertical 
diffusion is impeded.

It is appropriate to mention that Fig. 3.22 shows the variation of 
absolute values o f Dzz (and thus K z), while the change with depth 
is still depicted in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16.

Fig. 3.23. Fictitious equivalence of the effects of turbulence scalę and Ri on Dh (x) 
Rys. 3.23. Pozorna równoważność wpływu skali turbulencji i Ri na Du (x)



3.5. Choice of proper diffusion models for coastal conditions

From the preceding paragraphs it follow s that both horizontal and 
turbulent diffusion vary within ąuite wide ranges. For example, Dx and 
Dy depend on time (or a length scalę) as powers with exponent ns which 
varies from  1 to over 2 (3 in a rough sea). This dependence is slightly 
different for the vertical diffusion (because of the density effects); for 
which the se exponents rangę from  0 to almost 2. These figures may 
be used in estimating the longitudinal decrease o f plume concentration, 
which is of primary practical concern. Let us consider some o f the most 
representative theoretical models presented in Par. 3.2 and com bine them 
with the empirical findings discussed hitherto for continuous release:

u —-  const Ky =  const & ~  x -1/2 x (H"0S =  x _0-5H"-1 -3’
u =  const K y =  Ki. Y  0 ~  X” 1 x û -°-8 =
U =  U1Y  K y - c o n s t  »  ~  x " 2/3 x « - - o -8 =  x  -0.W+-1.47.
U =  Ul Y 1/7 Ky — Ki. Y G/7 i) ~  x~ s/9 x 0H~ 8 =  X- ° !H' 1-7.

It can thus be seen that the longitudinal decrease varies ąuite 
considerably, with the power factor ranging from  — 0.5 to — 1.8, depend-
ing much on vertical density distribution (0 -ż------0,8). Therefore a uni-
versal factor cannot be determined, although some schematization is pos- 
sible. For example, in such coastal regions where constant depth and 
density can be assumed, the four sets of u, K  give the exponents eąual 
respectively to — 1, — 1.5, — 1.17, and — 1.4 for initial three-dimensional 
regions or — 0.5, — 1.0, — 0.67, and 0.9 for more distant regions, where 
vertical diffusion is impeded. M oreover, model No. 4 is more adeąuate for 
longshore flow s in inshore zones. Let us examine the above figures in 
the light of the field observations presented in Figs. 3.20 and 3.21.

From most observations it turns out that the ” — 1” power law is 
almost adeąuate for common inshore conditions with almost neutral stra
tification at greater distances. This law is fairly universal in the sense 
that is reflects the effect of different factors (model 2 vs model 4) which 
yield the same result. Such a longitudinal decay o f far-field jets can 
thus be assumed as a first-approxim ation design approach to the prob
lem. More detailed recommendations outlined herein must be accounted 
for in the further analysis of specific external conditions.

In view  of the data presented in Chapters 2 and 3 it is justified to 
accept the follow ing schematization o f the advection and diffusion in 
coastal zones. In the immediate inshore region (roughly identical with 
the surf zone) the longshore-current profiles may be approximated with 
power functions. The exponents of 1/7 (for velocity) and 6/7 (for diffusion 
coefficient) found by  the Author can characterize this zone in weak
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motions (the inherent longitudinal decrease is — 0.9 for vertically-con- 
fined media, the most probable situation, or — 1.7 under very  rare con
ditions of high relative depths and considerable energy inflow  from  
outside). This conclusion might be well true not only for wind-driven 
and wave-induced currents, but also for deep-sea currents (e.g. inetrial) 
entering a Coastal zone. The case of perpendicular or obliąue jet inci- 
dence must me treated individually; no generał analytical guidance can 
be given because of the wide variety of situations apt to encounter. 
Beyond the nearshore subzone (surf zone) the pollution characteristics 
seem more predictable for more or less determinable flow  and depth 
conditions. The model with horizontally-hom ogeneous currents and the 
vertical diffusion depending upon density stratification and depth seems 
most acceptable. The proposed schematization of pollution patterns in 
Coastal zones is illustrated in Fig. 3.24.

It should finally be mentioned that the deterministic framework 
presented herein (where the advection fields are stationary and plane- 
homogeneneous) constitutes an approximation to the problem  of Coastal 
pollution. The marinę situations assumed ” steady” in com m on analyses 
incorporate inherent random deviations from  steady patterns and hence 
add to a safety margin in designing marinę waste disposals. The 
stochastic aspects are discussed in Chapter 10. *

C h a p t e r  4

ENVIRONMENTAL HEAT TRANSFER

It has already been mentioned that heated w^Aer undergoes consider
able thermal transformations at some distance from  its discharge. The 
purpose of this chapter is to outline, in short, the heat transfer processes 
that control the behaviour o f both an ambient water body and heated 
water discharge.

Notation and definitions for heat transfer components are given in 
Fig. 4.1. W e shall now discuss them term by term follow ing Harleman, 
1972.

I n c i d e n t  s o l a r  r a d i a t i o n  is the short wave radiation 
incident to the earth’s atmosphere outside, coming primarily from  the 
sun, which arrives at the earth’s surface partly as direct radiation and 
partly as diffuse radiation. If direct measurements of the solar radiation

* See also the Author’s paper in Journal of the Waterways, Harbors and Coastal 
Engineering Div, Amer. Soc. Civ. Eng., vol. 102, No. WWZ, 1976.



are not available, the follow ing formuła recommended by Kennedy 
(1949) may be used

(4.1)

with <I>so —  solar constant o f 10,305 BTU /ft2 ■ day,
as —  solar altitude,
r —  normalized radius of the earth’s orbit

(approximately r =  1 -f- 0.017 cos (186-D) j,

at —  atmospheric transmission coefficient,
m —  optical air mass,
C —  cloudiness as a fraction of sky covered,

Fig. 4.1. Heat budget components 
Rys. 4.1. Składowe bilansu cieplnego

D —  the number of the day of the year (i.e. December 29 — day 
363).
The atmospheric transmission coefficient at is usually taken to be 

a constant for a particular locality. Kennedy (1949) on the basis o f 2-year 
data gives the value of 0.91. Hamon et al. (1954) found at to vary over 
the year from  0.7 in June to 0.85 in December. Kennedy (1949) recom - 
mends obtaining at by  fitting Eq. 4.1. to data from  the nearest available 
weather station.



The optical air mass can be com puted from  Kasten’s (1949) form uła 
to the local mean barom etric pressure at altitude z in meters above sea 
level

sin as -j- a (a -f- b) c
288 —  0.00652

288
5.256

(4.2)

with a =  0.15, b =  3.885, and c =  1.253.
T h e  r e f l e c t e d  s o l a r  r a d i a t i o n ‘1‘sr can be expressed as

a fraction of the incident radiation by  Anderson’s empirical form uła

(4.3)

with as in degrees, and the constants A  and B as functions o f cloudiness 
C as below.

Cloudiness
C

0
Glear

0—0.5
Seattered

0.6—0.9 
Broken

1.0
Overcast

Constants
A B A B A B A B

1.18 -0.77 2.20 -0.97 0.95 -0.75 0.35 - 1 .4 6

The average monthly reflection is about 600 to 2000 or 8000 B TU /ft2/ 
day (instantaneously).

The i n c i d e n t  a t m o s p h e r i c  r a d i a t i o n  ‘I^ is the long- 
wave atmospheric radiation (3 to 100 n-) reaching the water surface. Typ- 
ical values are 2000 to 3000 BTU /ft2 day, i.e. about 50 percent greater 
than the average solar radiation. The atmospheric radiation is primarily 
due to water vapour, carbon dioxide, and ozone. The basie eąuation is

<I>a =  e o T4Z, (4.4)

where s is the average emittance of the atmosphere,
<5 —  Stefan Boltzman constant,

Tz —  air temperature (absolute).
The r e f l e c t e d  a t m o s p h e r i c  r a d i a t i o n  <1  ̂ has been 

com m only assumed to be 3 percent of the incident atmospheric radiation.
The b a c k  r a d i a t i o n  from  the water surface is a longwave 

radiation, which is usually the largest single item in the energy budget
RTTT

<I>W =4.10"®  (Tw +  460)4 , (4.5)

1



where Tw is the water surface temperature (°F). A  simple linearized 

form  of Eq. 4.5 with 

rangę of 35 to 90°F is

BTU
form  of Eq. 4.5 with an accuracy o f 30 fl.2/day  within a temperature

$ wp= 1,600 +  23 Ts. (4.6)

E v a p o r a t i o n  l o s s e s  ‘Pe are proportional to the mass of evap- 
orated water. The vapour mass transport rate Em is

Em =  f  (Wz) (ew —  ez), (4.7)

where f  (Wz) is wind speed function,
ew —  saturation vapour pressure of water at temperature Tw, 
ez — • vapour pressure at height z.

Hences 3>e may be calculated by

$e =  Em • L =  q i  (Wz) • (ew —  ez) L, ( (4.8)

where L is the latent heat o f vaporization of water

L =  1087 — 0.54 Ts. (4.9)

The wind function f  (W z) usually takes the form

f  (Wz) =  a +  b W z (4.10)

in which the values o f a and b have been determined by  many investi- 
gators with little agreement. Therefore the best form uła for <De may be 
chosen as the simple one

$ e =  17.2 • W z (ew —  ez). (4.11)

C o n d u c t i o n  l o s s e s  (or sensible heat transfer losses) are 
customarily considered simultaneously with evaporation sińce the con
duction process is considered proportional to the evaporation process in 
the follow ing way:

*  =  R  • <I> T w  —  T  i

■ez (I » e ,  (4.12)

where R is the Bowen ratio, and c *= 0.255 mm Hg/°F.
By using the formulae given above one may finally arrive at the 

follow ing relationship

<I>n =  <I>r —  {4  • 10-8 ( T w  +  460)4 +  17.2 W z [(ew —  ez) +

+  0.255 ( T w  — T z ) ] } ,  (4.13)

where all the incident and reflected radiation terms are grouped in a
5  —  O c e a n o l o g i a  n r  5

c
6 w



net radiation term <I>r, which is a function o f m eteorological variables, 
while the remaining terms depend in part upon the water surface tem - 
perature.

In many cases it is not necessary to calculate natural ambient water 
temperatures; the interest is rather in the rise above ambient due to 
a man-made heat source, such as a pow er plant. Analysis in such cases 
may be conducted in terms of the eąuilibrium temperature, Te, and 
the surface heat exchange coefficient K e, which provide the follow ing 
heat estimates:

<I>n =  —  K e (Tam —  Te). (4.14)

Te is that water surface temperature which, for a given set of 
m eteorological conditions, makes the back radiation, evaporation, and 
conduction losses exactly  eąual to the radiation inputs, that is, the net 
heat exchange 4’n is zero. Hence Te is the temperature, towards which 
every water body on the site w ill tend. The surface heat exchange is 
defined to give the incremental change of net heat exchange induced 
by  an incremental change o f water surface temperature.

i
C h a p t e r  5

INITIAL MIXING AND DIFFUSION PROCESSES.
JETS AND PLUMES

5.1. Introduction and definitions

It is custom ary to define ” jets” as the diverging flow  of one medium 
in another fluid due to momentum applied at the nozzle and buoyancy. 
The m ore specific term ” plum e” is used to desribe flow s arising when 
buoyancy is supplied continuously.

The follow ing groups o f factors can be distinguished which affect 
the state of the submerged jets and plumes dealt with in this chapter:
1. characteristics of the je t itself (type and direction of discharge, m o

mentum versus buoyancy, etc.),
2. thermal and density conditions o f a recipient,
3. motion o f a recipient,
4. initial and boundary conditions.

The influence of the respective factors is delineated in Fig. 5.1. 
Under given conditions one usually strives to achieve maximum mixing 
or dilution on the passage o f the jet to the surface. Only some com bi-



Fig. 5.1. Submerged round and slot jets under marinę conditions 
Rys. 5.1. Zatopione strugi kołowe i szczelinowe w warunkach morskich

nations o f the factors shown in Fig. 5.1 have been explored, and these 
are discussed on further pages.

5.2. Round jets and slot jets in stagnant ambient fluid 
of uniform density

General theoretical models have been derived and verified experi- 
m entally for this case with a few  exceptions for slot jets when the m od
els proposed have not been checked adeąuately by  experiment.

The entrainment or change o f volum e flux  across the jet is assumed 
proportional to a characteristic velocity  along the jet axis u and a 
characteristic length b, for the round jet. A lthough other methods for 
handling entrainment have been proposed, experim ental evidence sug- 
gests this method is to be preferred (Morton, 1971)

Round Jet Slot Jet

3 Q o u d q o—— =  2 Jtabu, - ~ = 2 au .d s d s (5.1)

The velocity profiles are assumed to be Gaussian, i.e., local velocity  
is related to a centerline value and the standard deviation:

Round Jet Slot Jet
u (s, r) p= um (s) e~r!/b*, u (s, n) =  um (s) e~n!/b!.

where n is measured perpendicularly to s.



Similarly, profiles of density deficiency with respect to the ambient 
density and of concentration 0 are assumed to be Gaussian with a 
characteristic length b.

Round Jet
«  —  0 (s, r) _  0O —  Qm (s) „ _ rWb:

Slot Jet

Q o Oo

# (s, r) =  &m (s) e_r!/'-2b!.

0O —  9 (s, n) _  0O —  0m (s) i nV)_, b!

• e- rWb-, (5.3)

0O Q o

# (s, n) =  f>m (s) • e - nW-b\

The governing eąuations can be found from  the conservation laws 
for mass, momentum flux, and density deficiency flux  and from  geom e- 
trical relations. W e shall write them down in the integral form  only 
for the round jet.

The continuity eąuation, assuming smali variations in density and 
the entrainment relation, can be written as

ds I 2 n u • rdr =  2 ita bu. (5.5)

As the pressure field is assumed to be hydrostatic and no force 
acts in the horizontal direction, the x-m om entum  flux  is conserved:

oo

d. r—  I 2 Jt 0 u2 • cos 0  rdr — 0. (5.6)
O

The force due to buoyancy must balance the rate o f change o f y - 
m omentum flux

d_
ds

oo oo

j 2 x q u2 • sin © rdr =  g J 2 x (q0 —  0*) rdr. (5.7)

Since heat must be conserved and a linear temperature-density 
relationship is assumed, conservation of density deficiency flux  is 
necessary

(5.8)

(5.9)



After sim plification by  integration and substitution one obtains the 
follow ing governing eąuations for a round jet:

—  (um b2) — 2 a ub, (5.10)

— i----------- 1----------- 1— i— n ------------1----------- 1------- i i— i—
7 2  4 6 3  10 20 4-0 60 80 100

F ( f£ * ’ 0M2kM V )2
Corrections'. a = . .<?* _ c
Poprawki  o V z J o 7 + °

Fig. 5.2. Dilution of round buoyant jets in stagnant uniform environments, Fan and
Brooks, 1969

Ryc. 5.2. Rozcieńczenie w kołowych strugach z wyporem w ośrodku o stałej gęstości
Fan and Brooks, 1969



(5.11)

(5.12)

Fig. 5.3. Dilution of slot buoyant jets in stagnant uniform environments, Fan and
Brooks, 1969

Rys. 5.3. Rozcieńczenie w szczelinowych strugach z wyporem w ośrodku o stałej
gęstości, Fan and Brooks, 1969



^  [ub2 (Qo —  6m)] =  0, 

d (fl ub2) _  Q
ds (5.14)

(5.13)

Solutions to these sets of ordinary differential eąuations m ay not be 
found in closed analytical form , but they can be obtained readily by  
numerical integration with a digital Computer. A  convenient way to 
solve the eąuations consists in using normalized ąuantities, such as 
the densimetric Froude number:

For the large jet densimetric Froude number ( F - » o o ) ,  the jet be- 
haves as a simple momentum jet, while for smali F (F 0), the jet 
resembles a simple plume (a source o f buoyancy only).

On the basis o f numerical solutions found by Fan and Brooks (1969) 
and recently summarized by  Shirazi and Davis (1971) one is able to 
present the trajectories and centerline solution ratios in the jets at 
any distance s from  the outlet. A  characteristic result is that the larger 
the Froude number, the longer the jet trajectory o f a horizontally 
discharged jet and the wider a jet at any given ełevation. The jet cen
terline dilution ratios S0 are given if Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. From  these 
drawings it follow s that m ixing at any level increases as the jet densi
metric Froude number increases. Increased dilution brought about by  
the change over from  a single jet to a slot (multiport) m ay be seen for 
a fixed discharge on comparing Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. At the fixed  elevation 
above the outlet, many jets of smaller diameter have larger S0 values 
bacause Y /D  and F are larger.

Finally, it should be noted that the initial core zone of any jet is 
not subject to dilution even though some m ixing occurs. According to 
different investigators, the length o f the core zone varies about 6 D 
and 5 B. Therefore, the corrections introduced in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 
must be accounted for.

5.3. Interference of single jets in a stagnant uniform recipient

F = V 0 F V 0 (5.15)

Common designs include diffuser pipes, which initially discharge 
single jets. As the jets grow, they interact with each other and merge 
into an effective slot jet (Fig. 5.4).



The intersection point o f vertical jets may be found from  geom etri- 
cal considerations for a simple momentum discharge; the distance s — 
3.1 L is shown in Fig. 5.4.

K oh and Fan (1970) present another possible definition of transition 
based on eąual entrainment of round and slot jets, but their calculations 
o f buoyant jet behaviour indicate little difference. Experimental studies

/
Fig. 5.4. Merging of single jets 

Rys. 5.4. Łączenie się strug pojedynczych

of the merging of round buoyant jets by  Liseth (1970) show that by 
distances of s / =  2.5 from  the source the round jets have lost their 
round character and merged to a two-dim ensional (or slot) jet. Lim it
ed experiments by  Larsen and Hecker (1972) indicate similar results.

In analyses o f discharges from  m ultiple-port diffusers, round jet cal
culations are used from  the point of discharge to the merging point. 
The calculation is then for a slot jet whose length along the diffuser is 
L, and the port spacing is 1 =  L /n  —  1, where n is the number of indi- 
vidual round jets. To shift the calculation from  round jets to a slot jet, 
the mass flux, momentum flux, and density deficiency (or excess 
temperature) flux  must be the same for round and slot jets at the 
transition. This continuity reąuires that the relationships in Fig. 5.4 hołd.

The analysis of the slot jet is then carried out for temperature, a 
slight discontinuity in centerline temperature difference occurs in trans
ition. Total heat is still conserved for heated water discharges.

The possibility o f slot jets from  either side of a diffuser merging into 
one plume was studied experim entally by  Liseth (1970). Jets discharged 
horizontally from  both sides of a diffuser tend to merge above the 
diffuser, although trajectories of similar jets discharged from  only one 
side o f that diffuser indicate no tendency to m ove over the diffuser. The 
smaller the densimetric Froude number of the initial round jets, the 
nearer to the diffuser the merging occurs. Upon merging, the diluting



capacity o f the plume is greatly reduced as effectively  one side o f each 
slot je t not longer entrains ambient water. Liseth’s (1970) experim ental 
results for a wide rangę o f conditions under which merging occurs are 
given in Fig. 5.5.

5.4. N on-uniform  density o f recipient waters

5.4.1. Lincar stratification of the recipient waters

The choice o f a linear density profile in the receiving water is rea- 
sonable because nearly linear density profiles are not uncommon in na
turę and the development of generał results is possible for this case. The

Y/O
F r o m  L / s e t h  ( 1 3 7 0 )  

wg L/setha(1970)
Fig. 5.5. Experimental observations of minimum dilution along the centre of merg- 
ing buoyant jets from a manifold in stagnant receiving water of uniform density 

Rys. 5.5. Wyniki pomiarów minimalnego rozcieńczenia wzdłuż osi łączących się strug 
w nieruchomej wodzie o stałej gęstości



basie definitions and assumptionts given in Section 5.2 hołd, except that 
the ambient density Qa varies linearly with depth z. Buoyant jets have 
the opportunity to entrain water of varying density from  the environ- 
ment and may in fact reach a terminal elevation below  the water surface. 
The variation in the ambient density is accounted for in the z-m om entum  
flux  eąuation for a round jet as

( U"» ‘ b2 sin 0  ) =  g V  ■ b2 Qa ~  Qm (5.16)
ds \ 2 I Qo

and in the density deficiency flux  eąuation as
oo

2 ^ u  (Qo —  e)vdr =  a u b ^ 2 (0o —  Qa). (5.17)
O

which can be reduced to

^ [ u m b2 -(e a - e m] =  ^ 4 ^ -b 2um (5.18)

Solutions to the governing eąuations must be found by numerical 
integration. Fan and Brooks (1969) normalized the eąuations and present- 
ed generalized results.

The maximum height o f rise o f the jet is reached when the vertical 
momentum flux  becom es zero. This condition manifests itself by  the 
vertical component o f centerline velocity  going to zero and the jet width 
becoming large. Beyond this point the jet spreads out and the governing 
eąuations no longer hołd.

The behaviour o f a buoyant jet in a linearly stratified environment 
is com pletely characterized by  the densimetric Froude number and the 
stratification parameter

0 0  Q l  r~ !~  0 O  0 1  / r  ( f n< ~r- ------- 7------ j ------ 7  O r  X i = -------------- 3  — r - . (5.19)

D ( - ^ )

The jet trajectories show that for inereased Froude number the m axi- 
mum height o f rise o f the jet is decreased. This occurs because the 
higher Froude number jet entrains more o f the denser water at lower 
elevations. The larger stratification parameter indicates a weaker strati
fication o f the receiving water, and the maximum height o f rise o f the 
jet is greatly inereased. Terminal heights o f rise, volum e flux  parame- 
ters, and thus dilutions are presented in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7.

It should be noted that the dilution ratio gives only the dilution of 
a constituent which is in the discharge and constant in the receiving 
water. If the ambient stratification is due to temperature and the dis-



No te : Terminal DHution Rafio _ u,f / u 
Uwaga: Końcowe rozcieńczenie ~ LJ^o

Fig. 5.6. Terminal height of rise and volume flux parameter for vertical round 
buoyant jets in environments with linearly-stratified density, Fan and Brooks, 1969 
Rys. 5.6. Końcowe wzniesienie i parametr objętościowego natężenia przepływu ut 
dla pionowych kołowych strug z wyporem w ośrodkach z liniowo zmienną gęstością

Fan and Brooks, 1969

charge is heated water, the excess temperature in the jet is not given 
by S0, but through the density deficiency flux  and the linear relation 
assumed between density and temperature. Detailed solutions and 
experim ental results are given by Fan (1967) and Fan and Brooks (1969).



Fig. 5.7. Terminal height of rise |t and volume flux parameter |*t for horizontal slot 
buoyant jets in environments with linearly-stratified density, Fan and Brooks, 1 969 
Rys. 5.7. Końcowe wzniesienie i parametr objętościowego natężenia przepływu ut 

dla poziomych strug szczelinowych z wyporem w ośrodku o liniowo zmiennej 
gęstości, Fan and Brooks, 1969

The relationship between temperature and density is linear for smali 
temperature differences, but nonlinear for large differences. The above 
jet analyses cease to hołd for temperature differences of 10°C or greater 
in the rangę o f 10°C to 30°C, and give incorrect maximum heights of 
rise. This error may be readily avoided by  conserving excess tempera
ture flux  instead of density deficiency flux:

^  [umb2 • (Ta —  Tm)] =  b2 • um • ^ a- (5.20)

for round jets and

(Qa —  o) == Q (Ta) —  Q (T). (5.21)



5.4.2. Arbitrary stratification of the ambient liąuid

In the presence of therm ocline structures, the density profiles are 
not linear. Description o f buoyant jet behaviour in an arbitrary density 
profile is readily accomplished in a numerical sense, but generalized 
solutions are not possible as in the cases o f uniform  and linearly strati
fied environment. This means that the solutions are uniąuely tied to the 
density profile assumed. The gradient of the ambient density in the 
density deficiency flux  eąuations is no longer a constant, but varies with 
depth. Since the solution to the governing eąuations reąuires numerical 
integration, this m ay be carried out with the local density gradient 
continually adjusted according to the arbitrary ambient density profile. 
A  Computer program  to find solutions for round jets in arbitrary 
ambient density profiles is given with examples by Ditmars (1969). Pro- 
grams to solve this problem  for round and slot jets are also given by 
Koh and Fan (1970) and in EPA publications by  Shirazi and Davis (1971) 
and Baumgartner et al. (1971). Calculations for ambient density profiles 
which have rapid changes in gradient (i.e., thermoclines) often show that 
the jet is trapped below  or in this region. However, no generał conclu - 
sions can be reached and each case must be calculated individually.

5.5. Buoyant jets in recipients with currents and waves

The waste or heated water can be discharged at any angle to the am
bient current, although considerable interest has been given to the cases 
of co-flow ing (parallel to ambient current) and cross stream (perpendi- 
cular to ambient current) discharges. A  good review  o f analyses and 
experimental data for round buoyant jets in flow ing environments is 
given by  Hirst (1971). Most of the analyses follow  the integral approach 
outlined previously for buoyant jets in stagnant environments with the 
inclusion of either a drag coefficient to account for the pressure variations 
around the bend jets or additional entrainment coefficients to account 
for the entrainment o f ambient flow  momentum. Many o f the analyses 
have been fitted to experimental data and thus their coefficients are not 
universal constants but vary over a rangę of discharge and flow  condi
tions. Hirst’s attempt (1971) in this respect falls far short of good agree- 
ment with other data.



Thus, at present, no analysis seems to be available to give a faithful 
prediction of the jet behaviour in a flow ing environment. However, the 
body o f experimental data is fairly large and gives a good insight into 
the behaviour of the buoyant jet.

A  simple dimensional analysis shows that the governing parameters 
for a round buoyant jet into a flow ing environment of uniform density 
are the angle o f discharge relative to the current, the densimetric Froude 
number, and the ratio k — V o/V am. The larger the k, the more the jet 
behaves as if in a stagnant environment. For a smali k, the jet is swept 
down current and the dilution is inhibited. Experiments by Fan (1967) 
show that this effect is accentuated as the jet densimetric Froude 
number increases. The stratification case was studied by Hirst (1971).

In the case of a slot jet it extends laterally across the flow ing envi- 
ronment and interacts more with the ambient current than the round 
jet around which the ambient current can flow .

Cederwall (1971) presented experimental data on buoyant slot jet dis
charges in such a way as to distinguish the various regimes of flow  that 
can occur (Fig. 5.8).

The Author has also endeavoured to give further insight into 
buoyant slot discharges in recipients with currents and waves. On the 
basis of momentum and mass conservation eąuations together with geo- 
metrical considerations the laws of jet centerline concentration are given 
for the wide rangę o f the governing parameters shown in Fig. 5.9 along 
with the laboratory layout. The formulae presented in the drawing and 
the data furnished clearly delineate the tendency o f concentration 
changes.

A  diagram similar to Fig. 5.8 was elaborated by the Author for his 
studies on the effect of waves on slot jets (Zeidler 1971). W ave para
meters analogous to those in Fig. 5.8 were found to control the jet 
regimes under wave conditions (see Fig. 5.10). The photo-electric eąuip- 
ment and a camera used in those studies made it possible to determine 
both velocity  and concentration along jet centerline in different wave 
phases. The resulting formulae for distinct jets are

(5.22)

— C3 (5.23)

/  h 2 \ -0 .1 2
where a =  35 • 10 3
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Fig. 5.9. Jet center-line concentration vs velocity ratio
V  am

Rys. 5.9. Zależność osiowego stężenia strumienia od względnej prędkości
V am

Fig. 5.10. Jet modes under ambient wave conditions 
Rys. 5.10. Reżimy strumieni przy falowaniu ośrodka



5.6. Jets in shallow waters

Recipients are often shallow with respect to jet discharge outlets 
(this is the case as regards the Baltic Sea). Interaction o f such jets with 
the bottom  and free surface result in com plex flow  patterns, for which 
the most reasonable analytical approach consists in assuming constant 
depth- and length-averaged concentrations downstream a discharge 
diffuser (and in fact observed in experiments). Such a uniform  mixing 
is a natural conseąuence o f the occurence of the subcritical regimes of 
Figs. 5.8 and 5.10.

Adams (1972) presents an analysis of such slot diffuser structures 
which takes advantages o f their w ell-m ixed natures. O f the two cases 
presented in Fig. 5.11 let us first consider a current co-flow ing with the 
discharged jet. By writing the one-dimensional conservation eąuation for 
momentum between sections 1 and 4, neglecting forces on the lateral 
boundaries and friction on the bottom, assuming frictionless Bernaulli 
eąuations between sections 1 and 2 and sections 3 and 4 for the pressure 
change across the diffuser, and by  using the momentum eąuation bet
ween sections 2 and 3 for energy dissipation, one obtains U4 and Qi, which 
finally yields the follow ing dilution

*m'
Qi
Qo

1 V ą - 1» H
2 V„  aQ n +  l

V ą l H  
V Q aQ n

; 1 H I 1/2 
a0 n I (5.24)

Fig. 5.11. Discharge in flowing shallow water Adams 1972 
Rys. 5.11. Wypływ w płynącym ośrodku płytkowodnym Adams 1972

The case o f the current aligned against the diffuser discharge can be 
viewed in a similar manner and is characterized by
6  —  O c e a n o l o g i a  n r  5



_  l  Y ą l H  
2 V 0 a0 n

2 1 H 1 1
---------------- 2  .
aQ n (5.25)

Discharges into time-ranging ambient cross currents exhibit maximum 
temperature rises at the times o f minimum current velocities. Increas- 
ing port spacing in generał reduces m axim um  temperatures.

Cases o f unsteady and weak ambient currents over shallow receiving 
water are not readily amenable to analysis and experimental w ork is 
necessary. Diffuser structures discharging perpendicular to a steady cross 
current or into stagnant water exhibit re-entrainment o f waste- or 
heated water (Harleman et al. 1972).

By combining good engineering design with proper assessment of 
biological effects, once-through cooling w ill long remain a viable m ech- 
anism for heat dissipation in m ajor rivers, reservoirs, large lakes and 
coastal waters. As pointed out in Chapter 1, in contrast to submerged 
diffusers, for surface discharge mixing is avoided and the heated water 
is ” floated”  onto the receiving water in a relatively thin surface layer. 
Heat dissipation to the atmosphere is at a maximum rate and there are 
no temperature changes at or near the bottom  of the receiving water. 
Simultaneously, because o f the ability o f the heated layer to spread, 
precautions must be taken to prevent recirculation at the condenser 
water intake. This can be accomplished by  means of an intake with a 
bottom  opening known as a skimmer wali. Laboratory tests and theore- 
tical considerations have shown that very  often the surface discharge 
brings about much less time o f exposure o f marinę organisms to high 
temperatures than a submerged diffuser.

The structure o f heated discharge is schematically shown in Fig. 1.2, 
Alt. B. There are many factors controlling heated discharge; their 
importance varies with the distance from  the discharge channel outlet. 
The follow ing four regions o f heated plume may be distinguished (Stol- 
zenbach and Harleman, 1971): core region, entrainment region, stable 
region, and far field region. There is no significant surface heat loss in 
thq c o r e  r e g i o n ,  (where all parameters change slightly. In the' 
e n t r a i n m e n t  r e g i o n ,  the jet spreads downward by  turbulent 
processes. The lateral growth is dominated by  gravitational spreading at 
a much greater rate than the vertical turbulent spread. Local densimetric 
Froude numbers in this region decrease rapidly and the dilution rises

C h a p t e r  6
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sharply as a result o f entrainment. Surface heat loss is still negligible 
in this region.

Vertical entrainment in the s t a b l e  r e g i o n  is inhibited by 
vertical stability as indicated by the local densimetric Froude number 
which is o f the order of one or less. The jet depth continues to decrease 
because o f lateral spreading. The smali jet depths reduce the lateral 
entrainment, the dilution and centerline temperature remaining relative- 
ly  constant in this region. The centerline velocity, however, drops sharp
ly  as a coseąuence of the large lateral spread. The surface temperature 
pattern is dominated by  a wide constant temperature stable region.

The h e a t  l o s s  r e g i o n  marks the end of the stable region. 
The lateral spread is sufficiently large to allow significant surface heat 
transfer and the temperature begins to fali again. Once surface heat 
loss has begun to be important, the rate of temperature decrease is very 
rapid and in conjunction with the Iow centerline velocity  the discharge 
may no longer be considered as a jet.

The f a r  f i e l d  r e g i o n  is dominated by ambient convective 
and diffusive processes. M oreover, if ambient flow  velocities are large, 
the far field region may begin before the stable region has form ed. The 
excess discharge heat is ultimately lost to the atmosphere in the far 
field.

From K oh ’s analysis (1971a) it can be seen that the flow  field in a 
horizontal buoyant jet at the surface can be very  different from  that 
in either an ordinary nonbuoyant jet or submerged buoyant jet. For 
the case when no heat loss occurs at the water surface, no steady-state 
solution is possible. The source w ill be inundated sooner or later. 
A  steady state can be found only for non zero heat exchange.

Accordingly, at some distance from  the source, when the local R i- 
chardson number reaches a critical value, the jet ceases to expand and 
the phenomenon resembles a tw o-layered stratified flow . From  that point 
on, the flow  can no longer be classified as a free turbulent flow  but may 
be divided into the zone o f flow  establishment, the supercritical region, 
where the flow  is basically a jet with decreasing entrainment rate, the 
internal hydraulic jum p and the subcritical region, where interfacial 
shear on surface heat exchange plays a dominant role. The last two zones 
may be absent if  the surface heat exchange coefficient K e is sufficiently 
large. In that case the flow  field is similar to that in an ordinary jet. If 
K c is sufficiently smali, the source becomes inundated and it is only 
the last zone that exists.

It may be argued (Pedersen 1972) that the assumption of shear Ti 
transferred to the bottom is unacceptable and thus the whole concept of 
the entrainment process occurring only at supercritical flow  should be 
6»



modified. This seems to be supported by empirical evidence and, accord- 
ing to Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971), the prediction of internal hydra- 
ulic jumps is probably not of importance in the case of three-dimensional 
discharges, mainly due to the lateral spreading of warm water. K oh ’s 
assumptions are also contradicted by  the fact that in a self-similar 
flow  the coefficient of surface heat exchange must be constant. On the 
other hand, Stefan at al. (1971 confirm  findings of K oh for the tw o- 
dimensional case. The m ixing zone near the outlet may be a buoyant 
half-jet follow ed by an internal hydraulic jump, a free internal hydra- 
ulic jum p or a submerged outlet flow . Stefan et al. derive the conditions 
for the occurrence of these flow s and the associated entrainment ratios. 
I-Ience, definite determination o f whether internal hydraulic jum p occurs 
in the three-dimensional (axisymmetric) case is a matter of the futurę.

The basie set of the eąuations governing the surface heated discharge 
consists o f three Navier-Stokes eąuations (for x, y, and z-momentum) 
together with the eąuation of mass conservation, heat conservation, and 
thermal expansion. A li of them are considered for the turbulent state, 
when additional term appear because of turbulent fluctuations. These 
eąuations must be analysed as to the order of magnitude of respective 
terms; various assumptions may be made, and space integration over 
the jet is reąuired to arrive at the finał set. Before turning to this set 
let us examine the m ajor factors that play a role in its selection.

Am ong them, e n t r a i n m e n t  poses. most problems. For non- 
buoyant jets, the entrainment coefficient a is generally taken as con
stant for horizontal and vertical entrainment. M orton et al. (1963) first 
applied the idea represented by  Eq. 5.1; Abraham (1963) and (1965) 
pointed out that the values o f a for simple jets and simple plumes were 
different (0.057 vs 0.082). He proposed a variable a to account for vari- 
able growth o f horizontal and vertical jets. Fan and Brook’s (1965) 
results for constant a =  0.082 agree well with their experimental find
ings and Abraham ’s analysis. However, in the light of Fan’s work (1967), 
for vertical jets in stratified environments, the prediction of terminal 
heights o f rise by  using a =  0.057 seemed to give better results. Natur- 
ally, the dependence of vertical entrainment on stratification, as given 
by Ellison and Turner (1959)

> 9 c

—  =  exp
« z - 5 — r (6-1)

still holds. For round buoyant jets in uniform environments the solution 
for jet trajectories by  using a =  0.082 agreed better with observed jet 
flow s than Abraham’s solutions.



Fan (1967) analyzed the problem  of a buoyant jet in a uniform  cross 
stream by assuming an entrainment mechanism based upon the vectorial 
difference between the characteristic jet velocity  and the ambient ve lo - 
city. The coefficient cc varied from  0.4 to 0.5 in the ten cases studied 
where the Froude jet number ranged from  10 to 80 and for the velocity 
ratio (jet-current) of 4 to 16.

From Motz and B enedicfs tests (1972) it follow s that geometry is 
apparently the m ajor factor in determining a, which decreases with 
decraasing values o f ambient flow  width to initial jet width. Three 
values o f 0.16, one o f 0.44, and one of 0.44 were found for a in five field 
runs. On the other hand, no correlation between the entrainment coeffi
cient, a, and the velocity ratio was found in a rectangular flum e (2.0-ft  
w ide and 1.0-ft deep). The mean value of a did, however, decrease with 
the outlet angle fV  although it might have been due to the proxim ity 
o f the wali —  which restricted entrainment at the inner edge of the jet.

Fig. 6.1. Entrainment coefficient vs velocity ratio 
Rys. 6.1. Współczynnik porywania a dla przepływu poprzecznego

The Author has added to the above exploration of a by  measuring 
velocities and concentrations for round and slot surface jets flow ing 
with and against ambient water in a rectangular channel. The observed 
values o f a are shown in Fig. 6.1 and compared with other data. They 
expose considerable dependence on both jet width and resulting velocity.



Moreover, the character o f this relationship is ąuite similar to that of 
submerged jets.

As to the pressure term in the Navier-Stokes eąuations, Tamai et al.

(1969) show that it reaches 3 percent within the rangę of distances —
Ho

between 0 and 50.
In the case o f a cross flow  which deflects the jet at angle to shore 

line, expressions for a can be obtained from  the mass and momentum 
conservation relations (Zelłer et al. 1971).
In the eąuations

“ = ^ ( S - bctgp I ! ) -  <6-2)
V 0 I2 b01/2 b1/2 dfi 

“ -------------- 2 VL (sin P)3/2 ds ' ^

a is a function o f the rates o f spread and curvature ^  of the jetds ds

for negligible wind shear, where I and I2 are integrals of flow  character
istics.

Eąuations 6.2 and 6.3 m ay be solved for P and a upon assuming a 
certain rate of spread.

Entrainment coefficients for the field surveys ranged from  0.07 to
0.78 as a function of wind speed; these values are much greater than for 
jets discharging into stagnant environments.

In terms o f such a formulation, the center-line velocity is

V sm =  7 § ^ - =  (6.4)
]/ b ■ sin P

while the center-line jet temperature decrease becomes

Tsm =  ^ ( T 0 — Tm). (6.5)

From comparison it is concluded that the mathematical m odel with a 
variable entrainment coefficient does not im prove appreciably the agree- 
ement between the predicted characteristics and field  observations.

Furthermore, Stolzenbach, and Harleman (1971) found that c r o s s  
f l o w  deflects the surface jet but does not change the dispersion 
characteristics. substantially. However, this has not been confirm ed by 
another set of experiments perform ed by  the Author in a laboratory 
channel. As shown in Fig. 6.2, the lateral spread o f the surface jet 
deflected by  cross-flow  is ąuite pronounced in comparison with the 
stagnant recipient. The empirical curve fitted in Fig. 6.2 may be used as



Fig. 6.2. The effect of cross flow on lateral dispersion 
Rys. 6.2. Wpływ przepływu poprzecznego na rozproszenie poprzeczne

a guideline in choosing the best analytical model for the effect of a cross 
flow . Motz and Benedict established that a realistic value o f the drag 
coefficent CD, in the case o f cross flow  acting against be surface dis- 
charge is about 0.5.

T e m p e r a t u r e  and v e l o c i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  i n a  sur
face plume are most often assumed to remain basically structured as 
in a turbulent jet. Abram ovich (1963) introduced (1 —  Xj3/2)2 and (1 —  
Xi3/2) for velocity  and concentration profiles, respectively, in both 
lateral and vertical direction. The internal mechanism of surface dischar- 
ges was observed in a series o f studies by Tamai (1969). Tamai et al. 
(1969), Jen et al. (1969), and Dornhelm  et al. (1970). They point out that 
the surface distribution o f temperature is not desribed by Gaussian 
curves. Considerable velocity  and temperature fluctuations o f the order

o f 10 (for velocity  at =  10, F0 =  3.2, and Re =  12,600) were

measured.
B o t t o m  s l o p e  has tw o counteracting effects upon the jet:
1. Vertical entrainment is inhibited by the presence o f a solid 

boundary,



2. the vertical core region persists as long as the jet is attached to 
the bottom. This promotes lateral entrainment over the fu li depth of 
the jet.

The resultant effect of these two phenomena is dependent upon the 

values of F0 and A — 2 . From Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971) it
bo

follow s that for large A  and Iow F0 the bottom  slope promotes higher 
entrainment than without a slope. The reduction of vertical entrainment 
increases as the slope decreases. A  fiat beach of 5° or less was observed 
by Stefan et al. (1971) to inhibit the form ation of any surface jet or 
internal jum p and to prevent any mixing. The experiments o f Stefan et 
al. (1971) also indicate no effect of beach slope within a rangę of angles 
from  23 to 90°.

Other factors controlling the surface discharge, e.g. ambient turbu
lence, heat loss, are discussed in preceding chapters of this work. The 
Author considered all of them taking into account the governing equa- 
tions, analytical metods, ambient conditions, solution methods, and 
results o f the most important studies on surface discharge. From  this 
review it follow s that the publication of Stolzenbach and Harleman

Fig. 6.3. The structure of surface jet proposed by Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971) 
Rys. 6.3. Struktura strugi powierzchniowej proponowana przez Stolzenbacha

i Harlemana (1971)



(1971) provides the deepest insight into the phenomenon and gives the 
best analytical and experimental description. The jet structure and the 
velocity  and temperature distributions assumed in that study are shown 
in Fig. 6.3. In the case o f cross flow  the basie eąuations consist of a set 
for continuity, momentum, jet heat, jet bending, and jet position in all 
the four regions discussed above. Some characteristic results can be seen 
in Fig. 6.4.

In dimensionless form  the temperature field can read

£ = £ ; - * ( * .  a  i ) .  (6.6)

The theoretical lower limit for F0 is 1.0 sińce for lower values a stagnant 
wedge o f ambient water w ill intrude into the discharge channel, forcing 
a value of F0 =  1.0 at the exit section.

The solution o f the basie eąuations proceeds by computer-aided inte-

Fig. 6.4. Results of Stolzenbach and Harleman’s (1971) theoretical calculations 
Rys. 6.4. Wyniki teoretycznych obliczeń Stolzenbacha i Harlemana (1971)



gration of the eąuations over the jet cross-sections. Some alterations have 
been introduced to the resulting program  by the Author because o f the 
improvements, m ainly for ambient turbulence, discussed in this study. 
The resulting set o f integrated eąuations yields values for uc, T0, r, s, h, 
b, Fl , x r, and H for all x. This set may not be solved by exact methods, 
but obviously a numerical solution to the resulting eąuation can be 
developed by  means o f a fourth order Runge-Kutta integration techniąue.

As an asymptotic case, the boyant terms for large F0 are smali and 
the centerline temperature is given by

in agreement with ąuite a few  empirical data for slightly buoyant jets.
It should be noted that the Stolzenbach-Harleman method iproves to 

be best among others as it not only matches well the evidence o f their 
own laboratory tests, but also describes ąuite satisfactorily empirical 
findings o f a couple of other authors (among which those o f Hayashi and 
Shuto (1968) are the worst matched, but still better by  far than their

(6.7)

Fig. 6.5. Dilution in the stable region (after Stolzenbach and Harleman, 1971) 
Rys. 6.5. Rozcieńczenie w strefie stabilizacji (wg Stolzenbacha i Harlemana, 1971)



original theory). Some dilution data o f Stolzenbach and Harleman are 
presented in Fig. 6.4 together with the Author’s results obtained 
indirectly for smaller aspect ratios.

Results o f a number o f works are given as ąuite simple form ulae for 
velocities and temperatures. The empirical data o f Tamai et al. (1969)

T __t  /  x  \2
indicate the decrease o f ^  proportional to 1— 1 , thus being in

agreement with Hayashi and Shuto’s form uła (1967) rather than with

those given by Jen et al. (1966). The latter found that for values of —  <

about 100 the surface temperature along the centerline of a warm 
water jet discharging horizontally at the water surface can be expressed
as

for 18 <  E0 <  180 and 8,300 < R e  <  21,000.

Fig. 6.6. Surface jet velocity and density variation (Engelund-Pedersen 1972) 
Rys. 6.6. Zmiany prędkości i gęstości strugi powierzchniowej

(6.8)



The lateral distribution is exponential 

T — Ta
Tc — Ta ~eexp (6.9)

As the process is rather a highly irregular one, considerable varia- 
tions must be expected from  the mean values predicted by use o f this

formuła. This is especially true for —  >  100.

The half-w idth y c was found to vary linearly with x. An analogous

result, D =  Ci.
x

D F ?
— —  C2, was observed by W ood and W ilkinson

(1966), and was again confirm ed by  Tamai et al. (1969), with a wider 
spread due to buoyancy. As has been pointed out by  Tamai et al., the

Fig. 6.7. Relative concentration and half-width of surface jet vs distance 
Rys. 6.7. Zależność stężenia i szerokości strumienia od odległości

effect o f the Reynolds number should also be included in this relation- 
ship. A  contribution to the ąuestion is given by Barr (1966).

The results o f Jen et al. (1966) also fit the theoretical pradiction o f 
surface jet for all Richardson numbers by  Engelund and Pedersen 
1972).

y_



They derived the follow ing relationship

ui =  x ~ 5/3 exp (6.10)

—  =  x—5/3 exp 
To
T

(6 .1 0 .1 )

where R =  0.15 Rł • x_8/3. The agreement between empirical and theoret
ical findings is shown in Fig. 6.5.

Some results obtained by the Author in this area are com piled in Fig. 
6.6 along with other data discussed herein.

In addition to the above, it must be stated that the density in estu- 
arine and coastal waters is affected by  both temperature and salinity, 
which may result in the sinking of heated water.

This chapter contains a brief discussion o f the techniąues which aid 
empirical investigations, both field and model, conducted in the area dis
cussed. As may be seen from  the accompanying chapters, empirical 
studies are still reąuired to explore different aspects o f advection, d iffu 
sion, heat transfer, initial dilution, biology and chemistry of the recip- 
ients, etc. Am ong them, advection and diffusion patterns focus most 
attention o f researchers, both for generał exploratory ipurposes in the con- 
struction o f universal theories and to expose specific characteristics of 
a given area (as many factors and coefficients remain unknown and must 
be determined experimentally). However, we shall deal onlv with t.hose 
techniąues which are most directly coupled with the design of marinę 
discharges of wastes and heated water and thus the standard oceano- 
graphic eąuipment w ill not be presented. The primary purpose o f this 
chapter is to describe the techniąues used by  the Author (against the 
background of others’ procedures and instrumentation), to analyse the 
errors involved and to make pertinent comparisons. Fig. 7.1 attempts 
to com pile the tracers used in the inyestigation o f currents as well as 
dispersion and the detection methods. Chemical tracers include such 
properties as oxygen demand, pH, amount of elements, etc. and may be
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Fig. 7.1. Advection and diffusion tracers and their detection 
Rys. 7.1. Trasery adwekcji i dyfuzji i ich wykrywanie

detected similarly to analogous physical properties, as conductivity. Pas- 
sive tracers (floatables, non-fluorescent) are such, which do not affect 
the dynamics o f the recipients and at the same time are not ąualified 
to fali into other categories. The other terms are self-explanatory.

A  comprehensive discussion o f passive tracers (with some reference 
to dyes) is given by W aldichuk (1967). Therefore only some o f them 
will be mentioned along with examples of the Author’s solutions.

Coastal droąues used by  the Author are shown in Fig. 7.2. Both types 
do not differ much as to the representation o f water motion, which is 
averaged over the surface layer, without any significant effect o f wind 
on the marking flag especially for low er winds. It is recom m ended to 
apply groups o f floats amounting to about 40— 50. This number is su ffi- 
cient to ensure reasonable statistical characteristics o f diffusion and does 
not cause too much handling effort.

For a normal distribution o f Lagrangian co-ordinates the confidence



Fig . 7.3. A e r ia l p h otog ra p h s  o f  tracers  
R ys. 7.3. Z d ję c ia  lo tn icz e  tra se ró w

Fig. 7.2. Surface drogues used by the author 
Rys. 7.2. Pływaki powierzchniowe stosowane przez autora

level o f the standard deviation o is given by

(7.1)



with the probability
X*yk—1 n 2

P* (X) =  /1f\ (7-2)
^ r (!)

£ ^  ~ 
and q =  —  for e associated with (a —  e, a -f- g) and k as the number 

a
of droąues less one. For a =  0.913, q = 0 .2 ,  and k =  40 one obtains 
Yi =  0.847 and Y2 = 1.228, i.e. fa irly  wide confidence intervals. This is, 
however, difficult to avoid because a = 0 .9 4 1  and q =  0.06 reąuire k =  
500. Other sources of considerable droąue errors have been indicated 
by Terhune (1968). Nevertheless, as current follow ers the droąues are 
not as bad as for dispersion studies. Hardboard with smali floats, paper, 
and polyethylene sheets were also used by the Author. Paper is inex- 
pensive and simple to dispense, while hardboard and polyethylene 
rema n intact and can be recovered. The latter are, however, hazardous 
to navigation. 50-cm sąuares have appeared sufficient to be visible on 
aerial photographs taken over the whole dispersion area (Fig. 7.3). Unlike 
the flag-m arked droąues, hardboard and similar floatables cannot be 
observed geodetically. This is an irrelevant feature in the case of labora-

Fig. 7.4. Ping-pong tracers in laboratory 
Rys. 7.4. Trasery ping-pongowe w laboratorium



tory studies. Fig. 7.4 present an instantaneous layout of a group of 
pin-pong balls partially filled with water (in order to avoid their stick- 
ing), which proved helpful in the Author’s investigation of wave-induced 
dispersion.

Ordinary non-fluorescent dyes are inconvenient because they are 
suitable m ainly for short time-lapse aerial photography. It is much more 
promising to rely on fluorescent tracers, which can be detected in smali 
concentriations. A  comprehensive account of fluorescent dyes has been 
given by  Feuerstein and Selleck (1963), Diachishin (1963), Ozmidov
(1970), and many others. Rhodamine B and uranine turn out to be the 
most suitable because of their detection level, photochem ical decay, 
difference from  seawater fluorescence, cost, adhesion to suspended 
particles, handling possibilities, etc. Fluorescent tracers may be released 
as either continuous discharges (the Authores field and laboratory 
studies —  Fig. 7.5) or point sources (field —  Fig. 7.6).

In a series of the Author’s studies on the biochem ical decay of 
municipal wastes (Chapter 9) it was established that dissolved oxygen 
data may be used as dispersion indicators for short times up to 5 hours. 
In contrast to fluorescent tracers, D.O. varies within one order o f magni-
7 — Oceanologia nr 5



Fig. 7.5.b. Continuous discharge of tracer: dolphin 
Rys. 7.5.b. Ciągły zrzut trasera: dalba

tude, which yields data fairly insensitive to ambient changes. This is 
also true for conductivity, pH, contents o f different marinę elements, 
salinity, etc. (IGW  report 1968). Hence, chemical and physical properties 
of this kind seem to be suitable only in a limited sense for mapping 
advection (compare Palmer 1972); some promises are indicated by W ilde
(1971).

An appropriate radio tracer must have good contrast against the 
marinę background and an optimum half-life, its concentration cannot 
be toxic to marinę organLms, and its sorption by suspensions and bottom



Fig. 7.6. Instantaneous discharge of tracers with overhead
Container

Rys. 7.6. Chwilowy zrzut traserów z kolejki linowej

must be limited; naturally, a good tracer should be inexpensive and 
com m ercially available. The most common radioisotope used in marinę 
diffusion studies is bromine Br-82 (NH4Br). Radioisotopes reąuire special



safety measures, they are invisible, and their eąuipment and materiał 
eosts are higher than for fluorescent dyes. B ibliography on radiotracers 
is voluminous, see for instance Harremoes (1967), Barret et al. (1968), 
Cederwall and Hansen (1968), Bonde et al. (1967).

Most heat and temperature transmitters and techniąues are rather 
conventional, except for  m ore modern infrared airborne photopraghy 
(see e.g. Weiss, 1970). Nonetheless, aerial photography has become an 
efficient tool in coastal studies (for reference see W aldichuk 1967, James 
ct al. 1971, Assof 1971).

It is interesting to compare two techniąues of tracer detection: an 
underwater transmitter versus laboratory analysis (either onshore or 
shipborne). Both techniąues can be illustrated for fluorescent dyes scan- 
ned from  tw o ships (Fig. 7.7), o f which one tows an underwater fluoro- 
metric transmitter, while the other pumps water out o f the sea and 
forces its flow  through a studied area. In both methods concentrationa

A  -  generator set . 
agregat prądotwórczy

F  -  ftuorimeter 
fluorymetr

P -  pump  
pompa

R -  recorder 
rąjestrator

iS - stabihzer 
stabilizator

2 -  orificB  
zw ężka

A  -  batteries C z - transm itter K  -  caoie
akumulatory czujnik kabel

L  -  ro p e  N  - s tre tch e r R - re co rd e r
lin k a  naciąg rejestrator

Fig. 7.7. Towed-transmitter and pumping techniąues for fluorescent tracers 
Rys. 7.7. Metody wleczonego czujnika i pompowania dla traserów fluorescencyjnych



are recorded aboard. The Author has found that the pumping techniąue 
was more suitable in his m icro- and mesoscale Coastal measurements 
(Ceglarski et al. 1972) as it does not involve excessive m ixing due to the 
large size o f the underwater transmitter eąuipment consisting of trans- 
mitter housing (about 1 m long as for Karabashev’s 1966), stabilizers, 
ropes, etc. The suction nozzle o f the pumping hose attached to a smali 
streamlined weight or to a vertical column enabled the Author to meas- 
ure concentrations from  a m otor boat in depths as shallow as 0.5 m.

Sampling on site is not recommended (unless suitable probes and 
instruments for continuous scanning are available, but even so pumping 
should be preferred to sampling), but it may be used on a laboratory 
scalę (Fig. 7.8), although scanning with a continuous-operation pumping

Fig. 7.8. Manuał sampling 
Rys. 7.8. Ręczny pobór próbek



system ending with a syringe needle (Fig. 7.9) is more accurate and ade- 
ąuate. Details of the fluorescent techniąues used by the Author may be 
found in Zeidler et al. (1970). Ceglarski et al. (1972), and other papers 
by the Author.

Some promise in remote sensing of the concentration o f fluorescent 
solutions is offered by aerial photography coupled with subseąuent 
photodensitometric measurements on films, see Ichiye and Plutchak 
(1966). This method reąuires higher dye concentrations and good atmos- 
pheric conditions.

Some complications in waste— oriented diffusion studies are conn- 
ected with the decay o f both wastes and tracers due to various factors 
(biochemical, photochemical, radioactive, etc.). An ideał case w ould arise

7 f lu o r  im eter -  f lu o ry m e tr
2  recorder -  rejestrator
3 water pump - pom pka wodna
■4 g a u g in g  point and vernier-podziałka  

z  noniuszem do pomiaru rzędnej pionowej
5 lateral ord matę r a i!  -  s zyn a  zpodział-ką

Fig. 7.9. Continuous sampling 
Rys. 7.9. Ciągły pobór próbek



if a tracer had a half-life  period identical with that of wastes. Since 
this reąuirement is rarely satisfied, an efficient research alternative 
is provided by the use o f two disparate tracers o f different half-lives 
Tpi and Tp2, being released continuously at rates of Q and Q2. From  the 
concentrations observed at a given point

and from

_^2
Qi Q2

it foliow s

T __  ^ p i '  T p2 V  Q 2
(Tpi —  Tp2) • ln2 n fl2' Qi ’

where t  is the residence time of water elements travelling from  the 
injection point to the point o f detection as defined by

T
x ln2 r> x ln2

d ' (T) =  e~ t J f  (t) dt =  d (T) e - ^ T  (7.7)
O

with the function f  (t) that characterizes the random flow  between the 
above points; no prime at 0 denotes concentration o f a non-decaying 
agent. Henceforth, Eq. 7.6 allows one to identify the (diffusive) advec- 
tion o f other substances.

Various aspects of markers, dyes, tracer studies, and marinę m onitor
ing may also be found in Welsh (1967), Crickmore (1972), Ellis (1972), 
and many others. Hints as to evaluation o f heat exchange coefficients 
are given by Hindley and Miner (1972). An automatic multi-sensor 
electrochemical monitor for sea water measurements has been presen- 
ted by  W ilde (1971). The back scattering laser-Doppler techniąue con- 
ceived by  Jurisch (1973) bears prospects of current measurements from  
above the water surface, without the necessity o f either penetrating the 
water stratum or observation through glass walls, as for forward-scat- 
tering. Similar to other measurements, the ones presented in this paper 
may also be facilitated through the use of fast and efficient data-collect- 
ing and processing systems, Computer packages, etc. (see e.g. Gunther 
and Bugliarello, 1973).

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)



C h a p t e r  8

PHYSICAL MODELLING OF WASTE- AND HEATED-WATER
DISCHARGES

The need for model investigations on physical (hydraulic) models is 
well understood, though sometimes ąuestioned as to the possibility of 
substitution by  using Computer-aided mathematical models. In the case 
o f  waste disposals and thermąl discharges, especially into the marinę 
environment, there are many factors involved and it w ould be very  d if- 
ficult to include all of them in the analysis without the aid of physical 
models. A  significant advantage o f the latter comes particularly from  
their use as a tool to study various phenomena, and not only to con- 
sider special cases connected with a given project.

The most com m on com plexity necessitating a model study is irregular 
geometry. Such cases usually have concentration or temperature distri- 
butions which are highly three-dimensional and irregular; analytical 
methods may not be applicable to these problems.

The factors governing the discussed phenomena have been considered 
in previous chapters, and this discussion is thus lim ited to the m odel- 
ling effects.
, A  hydraulic model should provide similarity o f prototype phenomena 
over their widest rangę. Geometrie sim ilarity reąuires that corresponding 
dimensions maintain the same proportions in the prototype and its 
model. For kinematic similarity corresponding distances must be passed 
by  fluid during corresponding times. Finally, the dynamie similarity 
brings about the correspondence o f forces. Further m odelling reąuire- 
ments arise when m ovable bed and sediment motion are considered. In 
the case o f waste disposal and thermal discharges one has to account 
additionally for the laws o f turbulent diffusion and heat transfer.

The m odelling laws can be developed by  various techniąues: the di- 
mensional analysis, the use o f empirical formulae, and the application 
of differential eąuations describing a phenomenon. The best w ay consists 
in using differential eąuations, if known (their existence does not im ply 
the existence of solutions, sińce numerous complications are often in- 
volved, such as com plex boundery conditions etc.). For the motion o f 
density homogeneous liąuids with free surface, the above methods 
produce a number o f similarity criteria, among w hich the fundam en- 
tal tw o are

V g K
(8.1)u uLRe =  —

v



Table 8.1 shows how  these tw o criteria may contribute to our study, 
while the follow ing text provides deeper insight into the m odelling 
criteria.

T a b l e  8.1

Fundamental similarity reąuirements

Geom. distor
tion

F Re Roughness

Jet diffusion — not acceptable if gravit> Re0 >  2.500 immaterial
near field dependent
Buoyant plume not acceptable densimetric Re0 >  Recr immaterial
Convective often needed densimetric Re dens>Recr immaterial
spread
Ambient permissible yes Re >  600 needed to
motion give corr.

head loss
Ambient not acceptable yes yes needed at
turbulence bottom

The temperature distribution induced by  a heated discharge (or 
equivalent concentration of passive matter) has to be discussed in terms 
of a near field and a far field region (compare other chapters for 
definitions). In generał, the near field and far field  temperature 
distributions are interrelated, and consideration of one implies treatment 
of the other. Temperature and concentration in the near field  ambient 
water may itself be a function of the manner in which heat or other 
pollutants accumulate in the far field.

For the near field  it may be demonstrated that all types of turbulent 
jets must be m odelled with undistorted scales because the turbulent m ix- 
ing region w ill not be distorted in the model, regardless o f the geometrie 
distortion.

The far-fie ld  case is controlled by  surface cooling, interfacial stresses 
o f a therm ally stratified flow , and diffusion phenomena. Hardly ever 
can these factors be reduced to the Ackers (1969) approximation. He 
states that heat loss is proportional to area x  time x temperature d iffer- 
ence assuming that the same ” clim ate”  exists in the model shed as in 
the prototype. The temperature drop is proportional to mass divided 
by heat loss. Hence, if the low er index denotes scalę ratio, one has

(AT)r =  (MaSS)^  . (8.2)
■Lv r »r i r



But to produce eąual temperatures in model and prototype, we also 
need to produce eąual temperature drops.

Using the same fluid, (Mass)r — tzr l^r and in a Froude model 
tr =  lxr ‘ lzr 1/2■ Inserting in the above, putting (A T)r =  Tr — 1, we thus 
reąuire the distortion

lxr =  lr3/2- (8.3)

This distortion prevents the accurate simulation o f turbulence. M oreover, 
interfacial stresses must be represented in a proper way.

In the case of two-layered, therm ally-stratified flow s in open chan- 
nels the theoretical analysis may be carried out by treating the upper 
and low er layers as channel flow s (Harleman, Stolzenbach, 1964). The 
resulting differential eąuations reąuire an undistorted model. However, 
for given Froude numbers and upper-to-low er flow  rate ratios, one 
obtains

dxi = N ( f ’ fi> h ^ + "h r)

and the model law for interfacial depths becomes

Nr =  lz r : l xr (8.5)

which reąuires the specification o f the friction factors f  and fi. The bot
tom friction factor f may usually be estimated from  the established open 
channel resistance eąuation. The assumption o f a smooth interface and 
normal friction laws yields a good estimate of the friction factor fi. In 
a distorted m odel (lzr >  lxr) the model ” friction” must be inereased, so 
that Nr >  1.0.

For the turbulent diffusion, from  Eq. 3.1 it follow s that the model 
o f a three-dimensional turbulent flow  must be undistorted (lxr =  lyr =  
=  lzr) and conform  to

Ur lr^ = 1.0 (8.6)

This condition can be satisfied in many three-dimensional free tur
bulent flow s (with eddy diffusivities K ' ~  ul).

Unfortunately, this is not true in channel flow s where, as previously 
mentioned, distortion is usually necessary for practical reasons. As shown 
by  Holley, Harleman and Fisher (1970) these distorted models over- 
emphasize longitudinal dispersive effects o f an injected contaminant due 
to the distortion of the velocity  distribution as shown in Fig. 8.1.

For a distorted model to reproduce the dispersion of a cloud correctly 
it is necessary, that



(8.7)

In steady channel flow s a distorted hydraulic model magnifies the 
dispersive effects o f vertical velocity gradients and diminishes the 
effects o f transyerse gradients. Cases in which the two tendencies cancel 
to produce proper m odelling seem unlikely, and thus, in generał, distor
ted models of steady flow s should not be used to model dispersion.

For oscillatory flows, as found in estuaries, the dispersive effects of 
vertical gradients are magnified in the model just as for steady flow . 
The dispersive effects o f transverse gradients may be magnified, dim in- 
ished, or correctly  modelled, depending on the value o f the prototype 
dimensionless time scalę. Figurę 8.2 depicts the relationship between the 
transverse cross-sectional m ixing time scalę and the dispersion coeffi
cient ratio.

In very wide estuaries the dispersive effects o f both transyerse and 
vertical velocity  gradients are m agnified; hence, dispersion w ill occur 
faster in the model than in the prototype. In narrow estuaries disper
sion due to transyerse gradients may be properly modelled, but disper
sion in the model is usually caused primarily by  yertical gradients, and 
the oyerall result is magnified.

The treatment o f surface heat exchange similitude in thermal models 
may be much sim plified by  use o f the eąuilibrium  temperature and 
surface heat exchange coefficient concepts. As a conseąuence o f Eq. 4.14, 
the forced temperature rise TF =  T —  Ta obeys the eąuation

where 06 —  artificial heat input , v —  yolum e of water body, A  —  its

N a tu ra / c o a s ta l region  
N a tu ra ln y  re jo n  b rze g o w y

D istorted  hydraulic m od et 
S k a żo n y m odel hydrauliczny

Fig. 8.1. The effect of model distortion on velocity field 
Rys. 8.1. Wpływ skażenia modelu na pole prędkości

(8.8)

area.



The m odel law  which w ill insure that A TF/A Tp is the same in the 
model and prototype, is:

Thus, in generał a distorted model with lzr lxr is reąuired.
Climatic conditions on a m odel can be ąuite different from  those in 

the prototype. It w ould seem that a fairly simple experim ent could be 
conduced simultaneously with the operation o f a thermal model to deter- 
mine the environmental heat-exchange coefficient applicable to the 
model. M odifications could then be made either to the model scalę or to 
the model results.

To generalize the above considerations it should be emphasized that 
by  using criteria 8.3 and 8.11 for surface heat exchange and 8.7 for 
turbulent diffusion one assumes that near field processes are negligibile. 
However, surface cooling and ambient turbulence m ay not be m odelled 
simultaneously, because laws 8.7 and 8.11 are antagonistic. A  summary 
of other m odelling reąuirements is given below  to add further details.

For all buoyant jet models:

(8.9)

Q r —  U r l zr lyr —  lzr3̂ “ ' lyr (8 .10)

the law for surface heat exchange similarity becomes:

(8.11)

(8 .12)

For near field jet and turbulent m ixing regions:

lxr ==  lyr c =  lzr- (8.13)

For tw o-layer flow s:
(8.14)

For ambient heat or other waste transport:

In open channel flow : lxr ~  lyr =  Iw*

In diffusion regions:
r A o i - 3

Three dimensional lxr =  lyr =  lzr =  a ® -----  ,
6 J r

(8.15)

(a =  coefficient in K ' =  a -14/3)



/A o\3'2
Two dimensional lxr =  lyr =  lzr3/2 ar 3 1 • (8-17)

For surface heat loss:

K r - ------- L g . (8.18)
lxr

It is elear that a single model m ay not in generał replicate all 
portions of the concentration distribution because the m odel similitude 
reąuirements are in conflict. It is usual practice to limit the model 
application to one o f the above physical mechanisms and to build more 
than one m odel if more than one process is important.

Assuming that K r — 1.0 and thus ^  =  lzr1/2 the values o f —— x̂r^ -
lz r  Izr lx r

and Nr lzr/lXr greater than unity result in exaggeration of temperature 
loss and friction effects, respectively, and in a subseąuent exaggeration 
of interfacial height change. The best value o f lzr is that w hich gives 
Nr W lxr closest to, but greater than unity, so that the model never 
underrestimates interfacial changes.

Fig. 8.2. The effect of model distor- 
tion on dispersion due to transverse 

velocity gradients (x-axis)
Rys. 8.2. Wpływ skażenia modelu 
na rozpraszanie zwąizane z poprze
czny i gradientami prędkości (oś x) 

Fisher and Holley, 1971

As mentioned above, the condition K r — 1 reąuires a distorted model. 
However, proper modelling o f beach slope and channel geom etry effects 
is associated with an undistorted model. A ny distortion would make Sx 
and ho/bo larger in the model. This contradiction must be by-passed by 
a compromise solution. Considering the natural advantages o f distorted



models it is logical to build a distorted model and attempt to interpret 
the effects o f differences in Sx and h0/b 0 on the concentration (tempera- 
ture) distribution. A  further phase consists in studies o f the far field on 
a distorted model and subseąuent comparison of the distortion effects 
mentioned.

An important feature of the thermal discharge processes is the spread 
of buoyant surface discharge. By using the method o f synthesis for ąuite 
a generał case of unsteady spread, Sharp (1971) found the follow ing set 
of dimensionless ratios governing the process:

/ L ( g ') 1/5 T ( g ')3/5 Q ( g T 3 D (g ')1/5\ n ,910x
\ Q 2/5 ’ Q 1/5 ’ v5/3 ’ Q 2 / 5  I — u>

, ,  Ag  where g =  e ----- .o e p

Experiments provide results in the form  of a correlation between 
times and distances travelled for specific values o f Q (g') 1/3 ’ v_5/3 shown 
by Sharp (1971). The inform ation contained in these diagrams can be 
used to form  a logical basis for hydraulic model design. The most obvious 
criteria are that, for correct reproduction o f the rate o f spread, the model 
outfall must be designed on a standard Froudian basis, i.e.

D (e ')1'5 D (h') 1'5
Q2iś—  m0del =  Q2/5 prototype, (8.20)

(
Q (g')l/3 \

and ■— ^ — I

to the extent that viscous influence becomes important. Two different 
minima m ay be obtained from  this analysis. The choice o f scalę to 
be used depends on a prototype value o f D (g ')1/5 : Q2/5. Viscous influence 
must be avoided in hydraulic models and diagrams given by  Sharp 
provide a method of choosing scales. M odel size can also be accordingly 
reduced by  distortion.

A ccording to Ackers (1969) the ineąuality

( H 5/2- i £ > r ' r r —  (8-21)' xr' t / g A £  . h 5/j prototype

L v

can be used to deduce the minimum lxr vertical exaggeration that satis- 
fies the convective spread criterion, although there may be good reasons 
for using a lesser exaggeration after checking that the error involved 
in convective spread to some critical position is smali.

Only a few  comparison studies of the model and prototype data are



available. Am ong them, H indley et al. (1971) state that winds, waves, 
and changing bottom  topography affect a prototype but not a model.

The m odel-prototype comparisons given b y  Ackers (1969) show that 
reasonably good agreement is possible, although there remains the prob
lem of the representation of initial m ixing zones in vertically exagger- 
ated models. In generał, adjustments for levels and cross flow  are inde
pendent, but correct only for some selected time points of cyclic (e. g. 
tidal) changes. Measurements o f velocities, levels, ambient temperature, 
and the pattern and temperature of cooling water emerging from  an 
existing station should all be obtained simultaneously and, ideally, 
instantaneously.

In the light o f the discussion presented herein it seems that only 
under exceptional conditions can prototype diffusion phenomena be 
reproduced in the model without exaggeration, as in studies by Higuchi 
and Iwagaki (1968). In fact, the problem  of model representation of 
marinę discharges has many facets.

C h a p t e r  9

BIOLOGICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, SEDIMENTOLOGICAL, 
STRUCTURAL, AND RELATED PROBLEMS

This chapter is devoted to the problems that do not com e under the 
other chapters, but are important with respect to ultimate design of 
waste and heated-water discharge. Biological problem s arise directly as 
biochem ical and other factors affect the nonhydromechanical decay o f 
wastes and also have indirect influence on the impact o f heated water 
and wastes on the marinę life. Sediment motion is not explicitly  tied 
with the design o f wastes spreading, but turns out to be an essential 
factor o f most plants. Since construction and other engineering problems 
m ay also stand alone (and are not specific for waste discharge and 
water intake facilities), the main body of this chapter w ill deal with 
basie aspects of the biology o f w aste- and heated-water discharges.

Aside from  radioactive and toxic or non-recycling substances (such 
as DDT, which is systematically aggregated in animal and human tis- 
sues), which should not be disposed o f at all in the sea, there are muni- 
cipal and industrial wastes, which affect the environment in two manners. 
They contain nutrients, such as minerał salts and organie particles, which 
feed the marinę life chain. However, at the same time the aerobic bacte- 
ria develop on nutrients and use oxygen for respiration purposes. This,



in turn, disables other organisms to develop; the oxygen deficit is as 
harmful as toxic matter accom panying the nutrients in the discharged 
wastes. Besides, pathogenic organisms grow  on wastes (Coliforms are used 
to indicate the number o f  these organisms).

Marinę self-purification consists of three main processes:
a) dilution due to advection and turbulent diffusion,
b) biochem ical aerobic mineralisation, and
c) deposition, i.e. metabolic transformations (by m icro- and m acro- 

-organisms), adsorption, and sedimentation. There is a large variety of 
chemical, biological, and bacteriological indicators o f marinę pollution. 
If a considerable amount of organie matter collects somewhere, oxygen

Flig. 9.1. The effects of hydromecha- 
nical, biological, and biochemical 

factors on decay of pollutants 
Rys. 9.1. Wpływ czynników hydro- 
mechanicznych i biochemicznych na 

spadek stężenia ścieków

becomes used up and only saprogenic and sulphuric bacteria remain. 
Hydrogen sulphide, ammonia, nitrites, and other toxic substances cha- 
racterize the amount of waste as w ell as biochem ical oxygen demand 
(BOD), oxidizing capacity, Coli number, and others.

W hile designing marinę waste discharge facilities an engineer is not 
necessarily obliged to take into account all the processes discussed above



sińce in most cases he must conform  to some legał reąuirements as 
to the permissible levels o f contamination, etc. However, it is highly 
recom m ended that the designer be aware o f the purity (or pollution) 
conditions he faces and o f the environmental conseąuences of the steps 
he undertakes. The same is the case with thermal pollution due to 
discharges o f heated water. On the one hand, the excessive heat may 
be utilized in the growth o f some species, but on the other hand the 
oxygen deficit bars the growth o f  other species, high temperatures may 
simply cause boiling up, and de-icing o f large areas in winter may also 
bring about situations as unpleasant as those due to other infringements 
of the natural eąuilibrium. As it is less relevant to the subject o f this 
study, the thermal impact on the environment w ill not be discussed; 
some references m ay be found in the list of bibliographical sources.

The biochem ical aerobic mineralisation is an efficient factor helping 
the diffusion processes in decreasing waste concentrations. This fact is 
illustrated in Fig. 9.1, where the two most com m on and representative 
indicators o f the biological and biochem ical decay, Coli number and 
BOD, are com pared against hydrom echanical effects for the chosen 
exponent of 0.9. The diagram shows the essential role of non-hydrom ech- 
anical factors at farther distances from  the waste collector outlet. 
Hence, accurate determination o f a and k seems to be o f paramount 
importance. From  bibliographical sources (Zeidler et al. 1969) it appears 
that k is eąual to about 0.1 day-1  (at 20°C) and depends exponentially on 
temperature as k /K 0 =  exp (1.046 T /T 0). The coefficient a is much higher,

In 2so that Tp =  ——  is eąual to 2 hours on average. However, some authors

indicate Tp =  0.75 h (Bonde 1967, Pearson et al. 1966) and even Tp — 
=  0.2 h (Thomas 1964).

In view  of the above discrepancies and for the weight of the bio
chemical and biological decay the Author undertok a series of experi- 
ments at an existing sewage outfall in Puck Bay. The biological and 
biochem ical decay was assessed by  substracting the rhodamine-traced 
hydrom echanical effects from  the overall decrease in Coli number 
determined by  ample sampling over a large area. The coefficient a 
found in the experiments of 1970 is presented in Fig. 9.2. It may be 
observed that cc is higher at short distances from  the outfall, i.e. the 
half-life  period extends with increasing distances (or increasing marinę 
residence time o f wastes). The respective times are Tp ^  0.5 hour up to 
about 350 m from  the outfall or some tw o-hour residence time versus 
T p ^ l . 5  hour at greater dinstances or longer residence times (the tests 
we e conducted up to 1000 m from  the outfall, or six-hour residence).
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Fig. 9.2. Coli number decay due to biochemical and biological factors 
Rys, 9.2. Spadek liczby bakterii Colii spowodowany przez czynniki pozahydromecha-

niczne

The same trend was observed in 1967. Some light on these results is 
shed by  Aubert et al. (1969), Pramer (1969), and Mitchell and Morris 
(1969), who indicate that the rate of bacterial decay increases with the 
increasing number o f bacteria. For higher concentrations the antibiotic 
effect o f plankton due to waste nutrients might be stronger than the 
growth o f bacteria. In further elucidating these phenomena much at- 
tention should be devoted to biological factors; the physical and chemical 
factors (such as radiation, temperature, salinity, pH etc. etc.) do not seem 
to be the governing ones as the bacterial behaviour is ąuite different in 
sterile water.

It is interesting to note that similar regional self-purification patterns 
have been exposed by Bronfm an (1974) in his study o f pollution due to 
oil products and detergents. The observations of Pom eroy (1959), how - 
ever rough and descriptive, also confirm  the A uthor’s finding o f increas- 
ed m ortality of Coli at sewage outlets.

That the marinę environment is lethal to Coliform s has also been 
proved by  Harremoes (1970). The effect o f various factors on Coliform s 
in the dark and daylight was studied by Pike et al. (1969) and Gameson 
and Saxon (1968), while the sample storage conditions and time were 
investigated by  Lonsane (1968). It is fa irly  com m only accepted that 
Coliforms are unsatisfactory indicators of marinę pollution (e.g. Savage 
and Hanes, 1971) and must be aided by  other parameters. Nevertheless,



the Coliform  variation shown by the Author describes at least ąualita- 
tively  the marinę patterns o f waste disappearance and self-purification..

The existence o f m ovable bottom  and sediments in the recipients of 
waste and heated water further complicates the discharge design. A ny 
structure projecting into the sea brings about changing accretion and 
erosion patterns. Appropriate construction technology and solutions must 
be foreseen for discharge channel outlets and cooling-w ater intake towers, 
pipes, pierś, etc. Serious problems arise for underwater pipelines, which 
add substantially to the total costs o f  a plant. A ll these sediment m otion 
and beach erosion ąuestions are dealt with in pertinent literature. Sim il- 
arly, sedimentation and settling basins do not pose ąuestions limited 
exclusively  to the subject of this study. Some answers m ay be found in 
Sarikaya’s paper o f 1973.

There are also m any interesting aspects o f internal hydraulics for the 
discharge and intake structures. They are extensively discussed by Rawn 
et al. (1960) and more recently by  French (1972), Vigander (1970), Sil- 
vester and Patarapanich (1972), Parkhurst (1967), Nece (1966) and many 
others. Although bibliography pertaining to other engineering problems 
o f waste and heated-water discharge is voluminous, many particulars 
must often be solved individually for a given project.

C h a p t e r  10

STOCHASTIC APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

10.1. General

In previous chapters the problem  of waste- and heated-water dis
charges has been discussed in terms of deterministic models in which 
the external diffusion-controllling conditions have been assumed as non- 
-random. Nevertheless, diffusion is still inherent in those models on the 
m icroscale level (the presence of turbulent eddies which do not change 
advection patterns of the homogeneous velocity  field). Therefore such 
models can be called ąuasi-deterministic. Upon reasonable assumptions 
about the flow  field U (X , t) and the diffusion coefficient Ky (X, t) it is 
possible to predict the spread o f pollutants under a variety of external 
conditions (each condition being homogeneous). However, such conditions 
are not fu lly  adeąuate to reality, because the water bodies in which



waste and heated water spreads also undergo random motion. * Nonethe- 
less, ąuasi-deterministic models are very  useful, because aside from  
their independent validity, the may be used components o f stochastic 
models.

A  couple o f techniąues can be em ployed in analyzing random fields, 
but on ly some of them suit the purposes of this study. W e examine the 
follow ing ways of approach:

1. The Fourier (or integral) transforms applied to the eąuation of 
turbulent diffusion analyzed within the ąuasi-deterministic model,

2. the purely probalistic, most com plete, description through m ulti- 
dimensional probability density functions,

3. the application o f characteristic functionals,
4. a step-by-step procedure based on the ąuasi-deterministic 

approach dealt with in subseąuent steps of approxim ated random fields. 
Yariational analysis may be used to bolster the step-by-step procedure.

Integral transformations seem to be the most natural way of expand- 
ing the ąuasi-deterministic situations with non-random  advection fields 
into the realm of random situations which might happen under natural 
conditions. In a very  rough manner, for a ąuasi-deterministic model 
one eventually comes to the concentration

where the decay exponents ai vanish for conservative matter. The other 
independent variables o f Eq. 10.1 being non-random , it is the flow  
veloxity  Ui which must be represented as the integral of random 
components

The problem of finding the mean concertration for a mean velocity  re- 
mains unchanged.

* Scales of turbulent motion are not clearly defined. It may be assumed that 
microscale fluctuations have periods shorter than 0.5s, fine scales stretch from 0.5 
to 50s, mesoscales from 50s to 5 hours, and macroscales are all longer. Microscales 
and mesoscales are distinąuished in this study to emphasize their weak interaction, 
but they can include the adjacent subregion of the fine scales. In Monin’s classi- 
fication (cf. Ozmidov, 1974), the upper limit of fine scales sometimes approaches 
tens of minutes (hundreds of meters), while the mesoscales may reach the magnitude 
of one day (kilometers).

10.2. Integral transforms

(10.1)

(10.2)
—oo



The finał goal o f the Fourier transformation in this aspect is to 
determine the spectral density

Su(a>) =  2 '(X i ,K li,S u;a>), (10.3)
where

+ 00
S„(co)p= J  R t, (t) eiwT dt (10.4)

— 00
and

+ 00
R„ W  =  f  (co) eiuT do. (10.5)

— 00
Corning back once again to the fundamental eąuation

ó  •& d (& ui) , „ d * d •&(1, j  =  1. 2, 3) ^  + a »  =  K „  5^  (10.6)

one may rewrite it for the correlations between two points A  and B

^ 7  R v , W  +  Uj R vv (T) +  «  Rvv (T) +  £ R * .U, (T) +

+  -g— R ,U ( t )  =  0 (10.7)

with the correlations

R™ W  =  fl'A • fl'B, (10.8)

R„Uj W  =  • u 'iB, (10.9)

R „ , v u ,  W  ' # 'a  ■ u 'łA, (10.10)
T =  tA --- ts-

After perform ing respective transformations
00

R ^ (T)==ł / eiWTSu(®)dC0’ (10.11.1) 
O
00

R„, Uj =  eiwT S„ut(co) d  co, (10.11.2)
O

-V OO

Rv,vui ( T )  =  Q„„ ( T )  =  ~ J  eiwT (co) d  co, ( 1 0 . 1 1 . 3 )

O

Q v U U i  W  =  - ^ 7  R u u i  ( t ) .  ( 1 0 . 1 1 . 4 )

The spectral equivalent o f Eq. 1 0 . 7  becom es



j co S„ (co) +  Ui (co) +  a S„ (co) + - ^ 7̂  S „Uj (co) +  M„„ (co) =  0. (10.12)

Making use o f the ideas o f Heisenberg and Tehen (Aitsam 1969) one 
obtains from  Eq. 10.12

s„ (co) =S°(w ) exp (— x x )  c o s - ^ x - f u —  s i n - ^ - x ] ,  (10.13)
u 10 u J

where

s »  =  S„ (x =  o, co),
oo _____

X =  = P  f  i / ^ d c o ,
U2 J I co3o

0 —  diraensionless coefficient.

An apparent feature of solution in the form  of Eq. 10.13 is its 
com parative character i.e. determination of S„ (co) in terms o f S°v (co). 
The latter result also does not cover the case o f space variability o f 
velocities and eddy diffusivities.

Let us now  return to solution 3.40, obtained in Chapter 3 for 
„regular” pattern of spreading of pollutants, i.e. piane —  parallel 
advection (with possible shears) and fine turbulence contributing 
to diffusion, but not to displacement o f w hole „portions”  o f pollutants. 
Eq. 3.40 can sim ply be presented as a product o f tw o factors

fl-(P) t) =  ^  (x, y, z). exp [—  f2 (x, y) • u Xq (t)] 10.14)

o f which the latter allows for the effect o f water velocity  on the concen- 
tration at a certain point P (x, y, z). Should this velocity  be random, the 
concentration w ill also becom e random, according to Eq. 10.14.

Let us present the random function ux0 (t) as a series w ith random 
amplitudes <l>k and random frequencies cok

Uxo (t) =  ^  Cl>* ei“ kt (10‘ 15)
k

Substituting Eq. 10.15 for uxo in Eq. 10.14 and expanding exp (jco^t) in 
the Maclaurin series gives

&(P> t) =  fi e x p {—  f2 $ k —  t (<3>i co| - f  <&2 cojj - f ------) +
k (10.16) 

+  y  (®i ^  +  . . . )  — j  ($ ! 0)6 + « > 2 uJ +  . . . )  +  . .  .]} •

If the basie energy o f Coastal turbulence is contained in fluctuations 
with periods o f several minuter and longer, and when the time series 
has a length o f several hours in the practical applications considered,



the sum in the sąuare brackets o f Eq. 10.16 converges ąuickly and it is 
enought to take into account only the first three (or even two) terms:

ft<p> (t) fi exp { —  f2 [ £  3>k —  a(2) t +  a<*> t2 . .  .]> (10.17)
k

Expanding the exponential function in Eq. 10.17. in an analoqous 
Maclaurin series gives

tf<p> (t) ~ f j  e- f=f')k [1 +  (f31 —  f 4t2) +  (f31 —  f4 t2) 25 + ( f 3t - f 4t2)3̂  +  . ..]
2 6

(10.18)
where

f3 =  f 2 a<2> =  f 2 (4»i o c o  \ +  . . . )  (10.19)

f4 =  f2 au) =  A  ($ ! co< +  <P2 co4 +  . .  .) (10.20)

The Fourier transformation yields finally the relationship between 
the spectra o f concentration and velocities:

S* (co) =  fi (x, y, z) exp [—  f2 (x, y) £  (I>k] X
k

Again, sufficient practical accuracy is ensured by  the last two terms.
A  tacit assumption made in the derivation of Eq. 10.21. is the stoch- 

astic sim ilarity o f velocities in the space between the source and point 
P. Considering also the approximations accepted one must not regard 
Eq. 10.21. as a generał solution. Therefore, here we make use of other 
tools.

10.3. Characteristic functionals

The purely probabilistic description of fluid elements is outlined in 
Chapter 3. Characteristic functionals provide an even more generał and 
concise tool than the multidimensional probability function discussed 
therein.

The simplest characteristic function is known as

<p(®k)=  (  exp ( +  i 0 k uk) p (uk) d uk ( k = l ,  2 .........) (10.22)
—oo

If instead o f the discrete multidimensional variable uk a continuous 
variable is considered as a function of the single parameter u (x), and 
if the function 0  (x) conform s w ith the requirement



b

U [0  (X)] =  J  0  (x) u (x) d  x (10.23)
a

then one has
(I> [0 (x)] =  exp {iu  [0  (x )]} — exp i f  u (x) 0  (x) d x  (10.24)

with the bar dnoting the operation o f averaging.
For a random function depending on four variables the characteristic 

functional is
+ °o I

<I> [0  (x, t)] =  exp i I I I j 0  (x, t) u (x, t) d xi d x 2 d x 3 d t ■, (10.25)
- o °  |

which finally, in the case o f several random functions (as, e.g. concentra- 
tion, O.D., B.O.D., temperature, velocities, etc., for our purposes), beco- 
mes

<I> [01 (x, t), 02 (x, t ) . . .  0 N (x, t)] =  exp i f  f j j  V  0 k (X,t) uk (x, t) d X  d t
-o o  k = l

(10.26)
Since functionals allow  one to determine any statistical moments of 

their variables, the approach to our problem  by means o f functionals is 
a universal one.

A t this point we shall consider only the case o f the characteristic 
—» —> —> 

functional <f>[0 (x) t] of a concentration field  (x) (or u in accordance 
with the above notation). The time derivative o f $  is

T t  =  i ( 0 T t ) eX P ^i(0<>^ '  (10.27)
Substituting this into eąuation

d f l .  d d  d T_ d
(10-28)

yields

S T = 1 (e [*•> *‘,m -  9 u- H I ) ' (1°'29)
B y introducing variational derivatives

C])i (M) p d M c  i ui (M ) exP ( i  © u>> (10.30.1)

CD i ' (Mi) O)* (M2) $  =  —  Uj (Mi) uk (M2) exp { i  (0  u )} ...etc. (10.30.2) 
one has in lieu of Eq. 10.29:

I r =  0  j :1 [ K«' * + *  " • ®  * ])•  oo -31*



This eąuation, like the Hopf eąuation for the flu id velocity  field, may 
not be solved explicitly, because of the difficult mathematics involving 
variational derivatives. Therefore, the functional approach does not bear 
hopeful prospects until convenient mathematical tools are available. It 
seems that some solutions to Eq. 10.31 might be obtained by  em ploying 
functional pow er series as either

oo
$ = l  +  ^ a » n (10.32)

n=l

or
__. ^  oo

q> e <l>’ +‘1’2 (1 +  $ n) (10.33)
n = 3

with homogeneous pow er functionals <I>k o f k, as H opf proposed for  his 
eąuation. The solution may be sought as pow er series o f the R ey
nolds number.

10.4. The step-by-step procedure

Aside from  being incomplete in its description o f the field o f pollu- 
tants, any integral transformation can also be regarded as somehow 
inconsistent with the assumption of statistical inhom ogeneity (both in 
time and space) of u (t) and -fr (t), which must be taken up in the ana
lysis o f real conditions. Strictly speaking, the real concentration and 
velocity  fields w ould be correctly  represented in the integral form  if 
their transforms displayed single peaks within m ore or less pronounced 
freąuency bands. Since this is not the case for the sea (compare Ch. 3) 
where the turbulent energy outbreaks at different distant bands (and so 
might do other transforms), the integral transform approach seems to be 
appropriate in the analysis o f individual ranges o f turbulent scales, while 
being usatisfactory in the treatment of the whole random field of phys
ical ąuantities in the sea. It is thus reasonable to assume jet-or patch- 
-like patterns of polutants for small-scale turbulent eddies of higher 
freąuencies, which cause relatively insignificant dilution o f pollutants 
(e.g. in comparison with the near-field dilution), together with the disper- 
sal o f jets or patches as whole structures brought about by  the turbulent 
eddies from  an adjacent, rangę of energy-containing eddies o f longer life. 
In other words, the growth of individual jets (or patches) may be concep- 
tually divided into that due to the microscale turbulence and the disper- 
sal o f jets (or patches) caused by m eso- and macroscale turbulence, which



results in much higher dispersion (Fig. 10.1). This concept of dual disper
sion of pollutants is bolstered by  results o f empirical investigations 
for  marinę velocities within different freąuency ranges. These results are 
depicted in Fig. 2.9 together with some theoretical generalization. The 
respective time scales o f the external dispersion-controlling fields. (i.e. 
those o f velocity and diffusion coefficient) must be thoroughly assessed 
with respect to characteristic times o f a given inshore water body.

Fig. 10.1. The concept of dual dispersion 
Rys. 10.1. Koncepcja podwójnego rozpraszania

W hile microscale turbulence is accounted for in terms o f the eąuations 
o f diffusive advection (whereas the latter takes place in an approximately 
steady direction) with additional effect o f possible relative displacement 
o f either patches or jets (still due to m icroscale turbulence), the meso- 
and macroscale turbulence must be considered in subseąuent steps 
follow ing a chosen time seąuence o f changes in the inshore zone. The 
recommended calculation procedure is thus as follow s:

1. For known statistical characteristics of the water velocity  in a 
given physical area stretching between a proposed outlet o f pollutants 
and a protected zone (say, shore line) one assumes stationarity for a cer- 
tain time longer than it follow s from  microscales, but shorter than that 
reąuired to reach the protected boundary. The selected time corresponds



essentially to turbulent mesoscales. Such treatment allows individual, 
relatively large jets or patches to flow  ” unidirectionally” during a 
certain time and to change their flow  conditions drastically after that 
time elapses.

2. For the sake o f simplicity, let us now discuss continuous discharge 
o f pollutants. During the next time interval, jet ” No. 1” continues its 
spreading, but changes direction and is now treated as a genuine patch 
as if separated from  the discharge outlet. Simultaneously another je t 
begins to flow  from  the discharge outlet and eventually form s a jet-like 
structure not necessarily identical w ith that o f No. 1.

3. During subseąuent time intervals new jets are produced and the 
older patches fo llow  their own patterns. Between every two time instants 
o f velocity  change the patches are subject to diffusion. During the same 
time the whole velocity  field (except specific areas close to shore) is 
assumed homogeneous; it also changes only at the end o f each time 
interval.

4. The whole procedure is repeated until the number o f time steps 
becom es representative in the statistics of shore pollution. For practical 
estimations it should be taken as about 20, if the ratio o f the shortest 
time reąuired for a discharged pollutant to reach a boundary zone (here- 
inafter referred to as the "shortest pollution tim e” ) to the selected time 
interval is about 5, and must be higher for higher ratios.

The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 10.2. A  number o f subroutines 
are included in the Computer program  for this procedure being prepared

Fig. 10.2. The step-by-step procedure 
Rys. 10.2. Metoda kolejnych kroków



by the Author. They allow  for the initial spread o f jet or plume, 
determination of je t boundaries, integration over jet portions, substitu- 
tion o f patches for je t portions, spread of patches, repeated virtual 
division o f patches into smaler patches, tracking of all patches by  their 
falling into a protected zone, and integration of all concentrations in 
this zone.

Let us reiterate that at any time t the concentration field  (e.g. o f patch 
No. 2 at the time denoted by  ” 3” ) is

d (X, t) =  A  [u0 (X), t] &0 (X ) (10.34)

with the random operator A  o f time t and velocity  field u0 (X). If one is

interested in the mean concentration •& (X , t) as a function o f initial

fto (X), then from  averaging and using the concept of the delta function 
for a single flu id  element one obtains

p (X| x, t) =  A  (t) 5 (X  -x ) (10.35)

Fig. 10.3. Dispersion due to two turbulence bands 
Rys. 10.3. Rozpraszanie w dwóch pasmach turbulencji

and conseąuently for  many fluid elements

d (X, t) =  JA  (t) 5 (X  -x ) &0 (x) dx =  f  p (X  | x, t) 0o (x) dx  (10.36)

as shown in Chapter 3.
It was derived by  Smoluchowski that under some generał conditions

— >

the probability p (X|x, t) may be expressed through transitional prob- 
abilities

p (X  | x, t) =  /  p (X ,t | X i, ti) p (X i, ti | x , t0) dXi. (10.37)



B y extending this relationship to the whole class o f patches analyzed 
herein one has

p (X|x, t) =  p (X,T| X „ - i ,  t „ - i )p 7 x n_ 1> t „ - i f x n_ 2> tn_2)....

...p (X i, ti|x,to) (10.38)
and conseąuently

» (X) =  //••■•/ p (X, 11 x n_i, tn- i )  p (X n- lt tn—1 1 x n_ 2, tn- 2) • • •

. . .  p (Xi ti IX, to) do (x) dx d X i . . .  dX n -i. (10.39)
— >

Formuła (10.39) provides a generał possibility o f finding d (X) for  the 
probabilities which vary within inshore zones. O f practical interest is 
the case o f renewal processes, when the transitional probabilities keep 
their form  identical and unchanged from  one time to another, i.e. when 
the intervals between successive events are independently and identically 
distributed:

P (ti, t2 . . . tn—l) =  Pl (tl) Pi (t2--- ti) Pi (t3— 12) . . .  Pi (tn- 1 --- tn—2). (10.40)

If pi (ti) is exponential, the processes is M arkovian and can be iden- 
tified as a homogeneous Poisson process.

In his experiments on turbulent diffusion in the coastal zone the 
Author found that the Gaussian distribution occurs at distances suf- 
ficiently far o ff  shore, in the absence of considerable velocity shear.

The shortest pollution time may be estimated either by  dividing a 
given distance by  average velocity  or by employing the variational ca l- 
culus for a given distribution o f velocities in space. Such a variational 
determination o f the shortest pollution time may be of independent 
interest because of biological and biochem ical factors, which take over 
the pollution control after longer times. In the case o f heated water, 
such a determination allows one to establish the stretch o f each dilution 
zone.

The time interval em ployed in the step-by-step procedure must 
always be taken from  given spectral data for velocities. From  empirical 
data presented in Fig. 2.11 and other sources it appears that a time step 
of several minutes may often be encountered in practical computations 
of coastal pollution.

An order o f magnitude o f  the „additional” coastal dispersion due to 
the meso-scale factors is given by  the Author’s data presented in Fig.
10.3, where the dispersion characteristics o f a single jet structure are 
com pared against those from  a superposition of jets over a longer period 
of time. Taken at different distances from  the source, the ratios of 
single-jet width to m ultiple-jet „w idth” (more precisely, cross-section



variances) vary from  five  to ten. However, one should not forget that 
the com puted figures correspond to the low er edge o f the meso-scale 
band i.e. to fluctuations w ith periods o f a few  minutes, while the longer 
can induce much higher dispersion.

C h a p t e r  11

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In view  o f the w orld ’s increasing energy demand and high costs of 
com plete wastewater purification, the marinę disposal of waste- and 
heated water w ill long remain a reasonable solution. There appears an 
urgent necessity to provide engineers with a scientific basis w hich w ill 
enable them to design both submerged outlets and surface discharges 
(cf. Fig. 1.2).

Sea motion (currents, waves, etc.) Controls the advection o f waste- 
and heated water toward protected zones. The A utor’s field  and labor
atory studies on inshore currents have made possible further schematiz
ation of inshore processes. W ind-driven currents are pronounced be- 
yond the surf zone, where the w ave-induced ones (energy c., gradiental 
e., rip c., mass transport and others, cf. Fig. 2.1) are dominant. Mean- 
dering longshore currents arise under stronger waves and their obliąue 
incidence, while circulation cells are coupled with almost normal inci- 
dence. In the Author’s observations, the width of circulation cells 
varied about 250 m and narrow seaward underwater outflow  existed 
on deeper beach sections.

W ind-driven currents are essential beyond the surf zone, at a distance 
which depends on h * t g a H .  They can be com puted from  form ulae 2.15 
and 2.16. The ratio o f w ind-driven current velocities to respective wind 
speeds depends on sea depth (Fig. 2.8).

W ave currents develop m uch faster than the w ind-driven ones.
The concept o f  radiation stresses is very  helpful in deriving form ulae 

for  ware currents. The Author has found that the results o f Longuet- 
Higgins (1970) basing on this concept are in agreem ent with empirical 
evidence. Simpler form ulae em ploying the principle o f mass conserva- 
tion (per Bruun’s Eq. 2.8 and Galvin and Eagleson’s Eq. 2.9) are not quite 
satisfactory. Gradiental components may be com puted from  the Shadrin 
form uła Eq. 2.10.

From the discussion o f theoretical form ulae and experim ental re
sults it follow s that the yelocity  of longshore currents varies as a power



function of the distance from  shore, w ith an exponent close to 1/7 at 
shore and with possibe shears on further distances (Fig. 3.24). This 
conclusion might be w ell true not on ly for w ind-driven and w ave-indu- 
ced currents, but also for  deep-sea currents (e.g. intertial) entering the 
coastal zone.

The vertical variation of current velocities is logarithmic and can be 
described with pow er functions (Fig. 3.24).

The A uthor’s inshore currents spectra (Fig. 2.9) show the maximum 
energy peak m oving toward higher freąuencies at low er depths. The 
spectra of w ind-driven currents seem to be wider than those o f w ave- 
induced ones. The turbulence intensity o f weak currents does not change 
with depth and amounts to 20 ... 30 per cent.

Diffusion and dispersion processes undergone by  wastes on their way 
from  marinę outfall to a protected zone may best be treated in terms o f 
the semi-empirical turbulent theory. The Author shows that care must 
be exercised in applying empirical results for the dispersion tensor

Dij (X , t) to computations of the eddy diffusivities K y (X  t) and in 
em ploy in the „4 /3”  law. The partial appicability of this law  to coastal 
conditions might be due to narrow inertial subrange and the effect of 
adjacent energy input bands (Fig. 3.8), to the presence of the shore, 
which transforms the structure of turbulent eddies and changes diffusion 
law dramatically after a critical ratio of the distance from  shore to eddy 
size is reached (Fig. 3.7.), and also —  due to velocity  field, which can 
undergo internal transformations to bring about m odified dispersion 
laws (Fig. 3.10). Because of the m any factors involved, dispersion can 
be described most sim ply through eddy diffusivities. The latter have 
been found to increase almost linearly with distance from  shore up to 
hundreds meters offshore, while the ” 4/3” law can be applied on further 
distances (Fig. 3.24).

Hydraulic m odel tests on wave-induced diffusion indicate hom oge- 
neous turbulence conditions. The diffusion coefficients K x and K y de-

h2 /  . , 2nH\ _1/4, pend on the characteristic wave parameter a =  —  I sinh ——  I

both in the turbulent and in the laminar regime. However, the temporal 
growth o f dispersion under prototype conditions is often faster. A dd i- 
tional analysis of diffusion due to oscilations of water elements in wave 
m otion together w ith random fluctuations allowed the Author to derive 
form uła 3.49 for eddy diffusivity in the fie ld  of random waves and 
currents. The effect of wave —  current interactions explains the acce- 
leration o f diffusion and also sheds light on the occurence of the ” 4/3”  
law.



Simple estimates w ere found for vertical diffusion in a density- 
homogeneous m edium  and its structure in stratified media was studied 
together with stratification effect on  horizontal diffusion. On the basis 
of the turbulent energy eąuation the Aiuthar derives the variation of 
the vertical diffusion coefficient with depth (exponential in the upper 
layer, stability-dependent in the low er layers), which agrees with ex - 
perimental data. It is also shown that stratification need not bring about 
any rise in the horizontal diffusion coefficient. The vertical dispersion 
com ponent D zz varies w ith distance as a pover with an exponent which 
depends on stratification.

Theoretical solutions have been found for the sem i-em pirical eąua
tion o f turbulent diffusion (Par. 3.2.). The functional form s o f eddy 
diffusivities and velocities shown in Fig. 3.24 were em ployed to find 
the concentration field  3.40, by  which the Author confirm s theoretically 
the coastal entrapment phenom enon observed in the field. AU solutions 
presented depend on many factors and thus no generalization can be 
given. The simpler are shown below  for  a continuous line source with 
exponent intervals due to various stratification:

u =  const K y — const ■& ~  x—1/2 x °":~—'3 8 =  x ~°-5~:' _1-3
u c= const K y =  Ki Y  d ~  x _1 x (H~ °-8 =  x _10H 1-8
u — ui Y  Ky =  const 0 ~  x -0 -7 x °^-0 -8 =  x ~°-7̂ —15
u ■= ui Y 1/7 K y =  Ki Y G/7 A ~  x-°-» x °^-°-8 =  x -°-9̂ - 17
Heated-water discharges are governed by  environm ental heat trans

fer. A ll important heat transfer components (incident and reflected solar 
radiation, incident and reflected atmospheric radiation, back radiation, 
and evaporation and conduction losses) can be collectively shown as

4>n =  <I>r —  {4  • 10- 8 (Tw +  460)4 +  17.2WZ [(e*— e«) +  0.255 (Tw— Tz)]},

where all the incident and reflected radiation terms are grouped in the 
net radiation term  (I>r, which is a function o f m eteorological variables, 
while, the remaining terms depend in part upon the water surface 
temperature.

The subm erged outfall version o f w aste- and heated- water discharge 
(cf. Fig. 1.2) reąuires good initial dilution from  sea bottom  to surface. 
This dilution is controlled by  the characteristics o f jet itself (type and 
direction o f discharge, momentum vs buoyancy, etc), thermal and den
sity conditions o f a recipient, motion o f a recipient, and the initial and 
boundary conditions. The governing eąuations can be found from  the 
conservation laws for mass, momentum flux, and density deficiency flux  
and from  geom etrical relations. The eąuations m ay not be solved in a 
closed analytical form , but num erical solutions can be found for various 
combinations o f the controlling factor (Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.6, 5.7); some sum-



m ary is provided by  Shirazi and Davis (1971). A long with the stratifica
tion parameters, the Froude number Controls dilution patterns. In a 
homogeneous medium, dilution at any level increases as the je t densim et
ric Froude num ber increases. In a linearly stratified environment, the 
maximum height o f rise o f the jet is decreased for inereased Froude 
numbers, etc.

The Author has added to the knowledge of initial dilution under con
ditions w ith waves and currents. The jet centerline concentration falls 
more drastically in co-flow ing  and counterflow ing ambient media than 
in a cross-flow . The concentration decrease rate depends on the ratio o f 
jet and current velocities. The Author has elaborated a diagram for wave 
conditions, which together with Cederwall’s diagram for currents can be 
used in assessment o f dilution regimes. Jet dilution in a wave field was

h2found to be dependent on the ratio .gT^ri

W hile the initial dilution relates to both waste and heated water 
discharged far o ff shore, the surface discharge at the shore line is recom - 
mended only for heated water. One is most justified when assuming the 
follow ing regions of heated discharges: core, entrainment, stabilization, 
heat loss, and far field. The basie set o f governing eąuations for every 
region consists o f  three N avier-Stokes eąuations together with the eąua
tions o f mass conservation, heat conservation, and thermal expansion. 
Various assumptions taken up for this set must be substantiated em - 
pirically. Am ong them, entrainment poses most problems. The Author 
fummarized the findings o f  others and com pared their entrainment 
coefficients with his own values for  conditions of stagnant and flow ing 
environments. Values of a =  0.05 to 0.8 depend on velocity ratios, flow  
geometry, and stratification (decreasing with higher Richardson num
bers). Cross flow  is generally found to deflect the jet and not to affect 
the dilution very  much. Smali bottom  slopes are observed to inhibit ver- 
tical entrainment and dilution. A fter having analyzed all assumptions, 
governing eąuations, scope o f ambient conditions, etc. the Author con - 
cludes that the fullest description o f surface discharges is warranted by  
the Computer program of Stolzenbach and Harleman (1971); the Author 
has added to this program soms improvements, especially as to the far 
field  turbulence.

Various experimental techniąues must always bolster waste discharge- 
oriented theoretical analysis and design computations. The Author has 
used many different tools in studying the phenomena discussed herein; 
their summary may be found in Zeidler et al. (1969) and the Author’s 
other works, as w ell as in W aldichuk (1967), Cederwall and Hansen
9 —  O c e a n o l o g i a  n r  5



(1968), Ozm idov (1968), Feuerstein and Selleck (1963) and others. 
Drogues and floats are ąuite useful in coastal studies o f advection and 
diffusion, although big amounts are necessary for higher reliability (a 
figurę o f 40 to 50 may be given as a reasonable practical amount for 
identifiable diffusion tracers). W hile using fluorescent dyes in shallow- 
water areas it is recom m ended to pump the traced water instead o f to 
tow  an underwater probe (Zeidler, 1969). Aerial photography (including 
infrared) also offers promise in diffusion studies.

Physical (hydraulic) m odelling is often used to aid the studies discuss
ed. In view  of many factors involved and the im possibility of con for- 
ming to all inherent m odelling scales it is practicable to em ploy at least 
two different models, o f w hich the undistorted one is to reproduce the 
initial dilution phenomena, while the other (distorted) has to represent 
the far-field  conditions. The distortion depends on the relative weight of 
friction effects, heat loss, etc. and must be estimated individually for 
any given case. Eqs. 8.3 and 8-— 11 provide criteria for surface cooling, 
while Eq. 8.7 allows for ambient turbulence.

Besides the hydrom echanical factors, other effects must also be 
included into the design o f waste outfalls. Biochem ical and biological 
phenomena becom e substantial after longer residence times o f wastes.

In a series o f marinę tests with rhodamine and bacteria as tracers the 
Author found that the decay coefficient for Coliform  bacteria varies with

ln2the residence time. The half-life time TD =  -------- is 0.5 hour for aboutp a

two-hour residence times and about 1.5 hour for  longer times (the tests 
were conducted up to 6 hours). This effect is not observed in sterile 
marinę water.

The quasi-deterministic models discussed herein are useful unless the 
stochastic character o f the external dilution-controlling fields is taken 
into account. Under real conditions there exists not only microscale d if
fusion within the fram ework o f statistically stationary and hom ogene
ous hydrom echanical fields but also meso-and m acro-scale turbulence, 
which brings about more pronounced changes in those fields and adds 
to the microscale diffusion. Since through integral transforms it is pos- 
sible to obtain some partial results only, e.g.

T ^ — y co 
S® (co) == S£ (co) exp (—  X x) cos -=- x  -f- u —  sin -=- x

L u  w u
for the Fourier transforms of tw o-point concentration correlations, or

Sfl (w) =  fi (x, y, z) • exp [—  f2 (x, y) JT 3>k] { —  fjj +  (f 33fy +  f|/6) ^  ...}



as a transform of Eq. 3.40 derived for eddy diffusivities and velocities 
shown in Fig. 3.24, and because o f unavailability of other analytical 
tools (m ulti-dim ensional probability funtions are not found easily, 
while solutions for  characteristic functionals do not exist, etc.), the mere 
alternative of including the randomness into the design scheme consists 
in the step-by-step procedure derived by  the Author. The individual 
steps are as follow s:

1. Quasi-deterministic calculation for a given time interval with sta- 
tistically stationary and homogeneous conditions. Jet No. 1 flow s out o f 
a pollutant discharge structure;

2. The treatment of jet No. 1 as if it separated from  the discharge 
outlet. Simultaneously another jet begins to flow  out of the discharge 
structure.The external field  changes its characteristics including flow  
direction at the transition instant 1— 2, but remains unchaged during 
the whole time interval No. 2.

3. During subseąuent time intervals new jets are produced and older 
patches follow  their ow n patterns;

4. The whole procedure is repeated until the number of time steps 
becomes representative in the statistics o f shore pollution (in practice, 
about 20). The finał concentration for patch with initial concentration

(x)reads

a ( x ,  t) =  / / . . . /  p (X, t| X n—!, tn_i) p ( x n_i, tn- i  | x n_2, tn_ 2) . .

. . p (X j, ti | x,t) d0 (x) dx d X i . . .  d X n_i
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LIST OF NOTATIONS

A =

a 
at 
B
Bij =  <  Vt' (t) Vj' (t +  t )  >  — Lagrangian velocity correlation
b — jet half-width; breaking index
b0 — discharge channel half-width
C — cloudiness; specific heat
c — phase veloeity; centerline index
D — circular jet outlet diameter
Djj =  <  Yi' ( t )  Yj' (t +  t )  >  — turbulent dispersion tensor
CD — operator of variational derivation

1 dQE = ------- — stability factor; energy
g Sz

F, PŁ, F0, Fr — Froude number
f — bottom friction
9 — operator of the Fourier transform
g — acceleration due to gravity
H — water depth
9Ł — heat input
h — wave height
h0 — discharge channel depth
i — index i =  l, 2, 3; imaginary versor
j — index i =  1, 2, 3; imaginary versor
K, Kij — turbulent diffusion coefficient (eddy diffusivity)
y  2jt — wave numberc 17
L — wavelength
1 — characteristic length; turbulence scalę
ll> 2̂ •— local width of surf zone
m =  tga — bottom slope; maximum index
n — normal line axis
0 — deep-water index; initial state index
P — probability; diffusion velocity

— -  — discharge channel aspect ratio 
b0

— ambient index; wave amplitudę; coefficient
— wave trough below mean wave level
— slot jet outlet width



p — peak index; pressure; probability density
Q — flow rate
q — unit flow rate
Ra/j — correlation 

Bu (t)RŁj (t) = ---------— standardized Lagrangian velocity correlation
Bij (O)

Re — Reynolds number
Ri — Richardson number
r — hydraulic modelling ratio index (e.g. Ur — velocity scalę); radial co-

ordinate; radius 
S, Su, S — spectral density; radiation stress 
s — longitudinal co-ordinate; energy porton
T — time; temperature; wave period
Tp — half-life time
t — time
U, V — velocity vector (Lagrangian)
u, v — velocity vector (Eulerian) 
u, v, w — velocity components (Eulerian) 
u* — friction velocity
W — wind velocity vector
Xj, Xj, X, Y, Z — Cartesian co-ordinates (Lagrangian)
Xj, xj, x, y, z — Cartesian co-ordinates (Eulerian)
Y =  X — x — dispersion distance
a — solar altitude; entrainment coefficient; decay coefficient; bottom slope
r  — velocity gradient ("shear” ); gamma function
e — energy dissipation rate
0  — angle (of wave incidence; of jet inclination, etc.)
0 nm — statistical moment
0 — concentration
cp — heat flux
v — kinematic coefficient of viscosity 

— local co-ordinates
g — density
ę0 — initial density
ęw — water density
o — standard deviation; orbital freąuency
t ■— time; shear stress
<I> — characteristic functional
X •— molecular diffusion coefficient
to — freąuency
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HYDROMECHANICZNE ZAGADNIENIA ZRZUTU ŚCIEKÓW I PODGRZANYCH 
WÓD DO BRZEGOWEJ STREFY MORZA ORAZ PROBLEMY POKREWNE

Streszczenie

Zagadnienia badane w ramach niniejszej pracy stają się w Polsce coraz bar
dziej aktualne ze względu na powszechną obawę przed skażeniem naturalnego 
środowiska w wyniku zrzutu ścieków przemysłowych i komunalnych, łącznie z 
substancjami radioaktywnymi i podgrzanymi wodami elektrowni nadmorskich. 
Aczkolwiek przedmiotem pracy są przede wszystkim hydromechaniczne zjawiska 
obiegu ścieków w morzu, to dla uzyskania pełniejszego obrazu i umożliwienia pro
jektowania właściwych zrzutni ścieków uwzględniono także czynniki biochemiczne, 
termiczne i inne.

Substancje zanieczyszczające zrzucane do morza rozprzestrzeniają się w dwóch 
zasadniczych etapach: rozcieńczania wstępnego w tzw. polu bliskim w pobliżu 
wylotu kolektora oraz rozpraszania w większej skali w tzw. polu dalekim. W wy
padku ścieków konwencjonalnych stosuje się na ogół wylotowy dyfuzor podwodny 
umieszczony z dala od brzegu, podczas gdy podgrzane wody zrzucane są przede 
wszystkim przy brzegu morza.

Uwaga badaczy skupiona na dużym rozcieńczaniu wstępnym w wylotowym 
strumieniu substancji ściekowych pozwoliła na niezłe rozpoznanie tego problemu 
i opracowanie rozwiązań nawet dla złożonych sytuacji w ośrodkach niejednorod
nych gęstościowo (najczęściej w postaci algorytmów komputerowych). Autor uzu
pełnił istniejące rozwiązania wynikami badań laboratoryjnych nad wpływem falo
wania i prądów na rozcieńczanie wstępne. Okazało się, że zarówno w wypadku 
płynącego, jak i falującego ośrodka, stężenia w strumieniu wylotowym zmieniają 
się w sposób potęgowy z wykładnikami potęg zależnymi od prędkości ośrodka 
i parametrów fal (rys. 5.9 i wzór 5.23). Te same czynniki wpływają również na 
charakter ruchu i kształt obszaru ruchu substancji ściekowych wypływających w 
ośrodkach płynących i falujących (rys. 5.8, 5.10).

Badanie bliskiego pola podgrzanych wód wymaga znajomości czynników ter
micznych, m.in. promieniowania słonecznego, parowania itd. (które przedyskutowano 
w rozdziale 4). Z porównania tych i innych czynników — w ramach stosunkowo 
spójnych modeli teoretycznych, przeprowadzonego w rozdziale 6 z uwzględnieniem 
rezultatów badań empirycznych — wynika, że algorytm przedstawiony przez Stolzen- 
bacha i Harlemana (1971) opisuje najszerszą klasę zjawisk. Ponadto, stosowanie 
tego modelu daje wyniki zgodne jakościowo i ilościowo z pomiarami doświadczal
nymi wykonanymi przez różne grupy badaczy (rozdział 6). W pierwszym przybli
żeniu można posługiwać się jednak prostszymi wzorami empirycznymi zaprezento
wanymi przez autora (wzory 6.7—6.10).

Teoretyczne modele wstępnego rozcieńczania omówione w rozdziale 5 (przede



wszystkim dla ścieków konwencjonalnych) oraz w rozdziale 6 (przede wszystkim 
dla podgrzanych wód) muszą być uzupełnione analizą prądów, falowania i turbu
lencji oraz ich wpływu na rozcieńczenie w dalekim polu. Badania autora (i inne) 
w tym zakresie zostały przedstawione w rozdziale 2 (procesy przenoszenia w strefie 
brzegowej) i rozdziale 3 (dotyczącym burzliwej dyfuzji).

Terenowe i laboratoryjne pomiary autora potwierdziły odmienność adwekcji 
w bezpośrednim sąsiedztwie brzegu (gdzie dominują prądy falowe i często wystę
pują komórki cyrkulacyjne) w ich obszarze pozabrzegowym. Energetyczne prądy 
falowe są dobrze opisywane ilościowo wzorami Longuet — Higginsa, niezłe zaś 
przybliżenie prędkości prądów gradientalnych zapewnia wzór Szadrina. Prądy fa 
lowe rozwijają się znacznie szybciej od prądów wiatrowych.

Poza wzorami (2.15) i (2.16) dla prądów wiatrowych, we wstępnych pracach 
projektowych można posługiwać się prostym stosunkiem prędkości wody do pręd
kości wiatru u/W, który zależy od głębokości (rys. 2.10). Z dyskusji wzorów i wy
ników pomiarów w naturze wynika, że prędkość prądów przybrzeżnych zmie
nia się potęgowo z odległością od brzegu, z wykładnikiem potęgi bliskim 1/7 przy 
brzegu oraz z odmiennym wykładnikiem dalej od brzegu (rys. 3.24). Można sądzić, 
że wniosek ten dotyczy nie tylko prądów wiatrowych i falowych, przedyskutowa
nych w pracy, ale i krążenia przybrzeżnego kształtowanego przez czynniki poza- 
brzegowe (np. prądy bezwładnościowe).

Zmienność prędkości prądów wzdłużbrzegowych z głębokością jest logarytmicz
na, ale można ją opisać wzorami potęgowymi (rys. 3.24). Pomierzona intensywność 
turbulencji słabych prądów nie zmieniała się z głębokością, osiągając wartość 
20—30%.

Zasadnicze rezultaty analizy dyfuzji przedstawiono również na rysunku 3.24. 
Pokazano, że współczynniki dyfuzji zmieniają się prawie liniowo z odległością od 
brzegu, co potwierdzają empiryczne badania autora. Dla pól prędkości i współczyn
ników dyfuzji w postaci zadanej na rys. 3.24 posługując się sposobem Fouriera roz
wiązano równania półempirycznej teorii dyfuzji dla różnych rodzajów źródeł sub
stancji ściekowych. Jednym z ciekawszych wyników okazało się teoretyczne po
twierdzenie „przechwytywania” zanieczyszczeń przez brzeg w wyniku istnienia 
gradientów prędkości i zmiennego pola współczynników dyfuzji (por. rys. 3.9). Istotny 
wpływ na rozpraszanie w dalekim polu ma falowanie. Laboratoryjne badania z fa
lami regularnymi wskazują na zależność współczynników dyfuzji falowej od h2/T 
i względnej głębokości (rys. 3.14). Odrębna analiza dyfuzji związanej z oscylacjami 
elementów wody i losowymi pulsacjami pozwoliła na wprowadzenie współczynnika 
widmowej dyfuzji falowej (3.49) zależnego od widma drgań swobodnej powierzchni. 
Przyjęcie tego współczynnika w ramach oddziaływania prądów i fal wyjaśnia obser
wowane w naturze „przyśpieszenie” dyfuzji pod wpływem falowania i stawia w in
nym świetle często nadużywane prawo lokalnej izotropii (np. rys. 3.5). Jedną 
z przyczyn niepełnej stosowalności prawa 4/3 dla strefy brzegowej może być 
wąskość podprzedziału bezwładnościowego i wpływ sąsiednich pasm dopływu energii 
(rys. 3.8), inną — obecność brzegu, który przekształca pole burzliwych wirów i dra
stycznie zmienia prawa dyfuzji po przekroczeniu krytycznego stosunku odległości 
od brzegu do promienia wirów (rys. 3.7), lub wreszcie — pole prędkości, które może 
ulegać wewnętrznym przemianom odpowiednio modyfikując, prawa rozpraszania 
(rys. 3.10).

Analiza danych dla pionowej dyfuzji pozwala postulować trójwarstwowy mo
del (rys. 3.15, wzory 3.63) z wykładniczym zanikiem Kz przy powierzchni. W powią
zaniu z innymi danymi dla poziomej dyfuzji analiza ta daje spójny obraz zjawisk 
dyfuzyjnych w przybrzeżnej strefie morza i  jednocześnie umożliwia projektowanie



zrzutni ścieków w ramach modeli ąuasi deterministycznych (z polami mikroskalo- 
wych pulsacji nakładanych na regularne strumienie zrzucanych substancji).

Rozszerzenie zakresu badanych zjawisk turbulencji i uwzględnienie również 
średnioskalowych zmian, powodujących przemieszczenie i odkształcenie całych re
gularnych strumieni, umożliwiają metody przedstawione w rozdziale 10. Zastoso
wane przekształcenie Fouriera pozwala obliczać pola stężeń substancji zrzucanych 
w  warunkach zmiennych prądów. Podobne stężenia otrzymuje się w wyniku przy
jęcia innego schematu rozprzestrzeniania się ścieków, a mianowicie skokowej 
zmiany warunków prędowych w określonych odstępach czasowych (rys. 10.2). Uwz
ględnienie średnioskalowych zmian prądów prowadzi do uznania istotnego wkładu 
dalekiego pola do ogólnego rozcieńczenia substancji ściekowych (por. rys. 10.3).

Inne czynniki przyczyniające się do dodatkowego zaniku ścieków (zwłaszcza 
komunalnych) omówiono w rozdz. 9. W wyniku badań w naturze stwierdzono, że 
czas półzaniku ścieków pod wpływem biochemicznego i biologicznego oddziaływa
nia morza jest krótszy na niedużych odległościach od wylotu (tj. dla krótkich 
czasów przebywania w morzu). Czas ten wynosi około Tp =  0,5 godziny do odle
głości ok. 350 m (tj. ok. 2 godzin obiegu w morzu) i dochodzi do Tp =  1,5 godz. dla 
większych odległości (tj. dłuższych czasów obiegu i mniejszych stężeń).

Metodykę badań empirycznych związanych z omawianym problemem poruszo
no w rozdziałach 7 (pomiary terenowe) i 8 (modelowanie hydrauliczne). W po
wiązaniu ze sposobami postępowania analitycznego i wynikami podanymi w po
zostałych rozdziałach znajomość tej metodyki umożliwia przystąpienie do badań 
doświadczalnych, które powinny uzupełniać prace projektowe dla morskich zrzutni 
substancji zanieczyszczających.
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